ON APPROXIMATING CERTAIN INTEGRALS BY SUMS
BY

C. RAYMOND ADAMS AND ANTHONY P. MORSE

1. Introduction;
the main problem and its setting. In a recent paperO)
we showed that if £ is a measurable linear set (bounded or unbounded),
if

f£.L(E),

if k is a fixed real number

are sequences

(finite or infinite)

and if An and Bn (« = 1, 2, 3, • • • )

of measurable

subsets

of E satisfying

the

conditions

AnCBn,

0 < I Bn I = k I An I,
I BmBn|=0

diameter (Bn) <&

for m 7* n;

(n = 1, 2, 3, • • • );

J^Bn = E,
n

then the following relation holds:

f / = limET f
The present paper is concerned chiefly with the generalization
of this result obtained by replacing f(x) by (f>[f(x)]. From the statement
above it
is evident that the order of the elements of the sequences An and B„
(n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) is immaterial. It is therefore desirable to introduce a notation which will be free from any implication of order. To achieve this purpose
and to enable us to state our present problem with precision we formulate
several definitions as follows.

(1.1) Definition.
For B a non-vacuous linear set the diameter of B is
sup B —inf B; this is designated by the symbol diam B. For B vacuous diam B
is defined as zero.
It will presently be clear that diam B can be interpreted
as the essential
diameter of B without disturbing
any of the subsequent
results, where by
essential diameter of B is meant ess sup B —ess inf B when | B\ is > 0 and

zero when | B | = 0.
Presented to the Society September 8, 1942; received by the editors August 22, 1942.
0) Adams and Morse, Random sampling in the evaluation of a Lebesgue integral, Bull. Amer.

Math. Soc. vol. 45 (1939) pp. 442-447, Theorem 4. Hereinafter this paper will be referred to
as RS.
A set of real numbers will be spoken of as a linear set. For E a linear set measurable in the
sense of Lebesgue and of positive measure, L(E) represents the class of functions/
the domain
of each of which is E and for each of which the Lebesgue integral fz}{x)dx exists (finite). For

f<EL(E) we usually abbreviate fEf(x)dx to Je}.
When and only when a linear set E is measurable

in the sense of Lebesgue

designated by
All functions considered in this paper are real-valued.
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(1.2) Definition.
For E a measurable linear set and 0 < 5 _ » a h-partition
F of E is a countable family of measurable, essentially disjoint sets satisfying
the conditions

52 B = E,

diamB < 8

for BGF.

F will be spoken of as an infinite family if and only if the sets B^F are infinite
in number. The aggregate of all S-partitions of E will be represented by T&(E).

(1.3) Definition.
For E a measurable linear set L*(E) is the class of functions defined by the condition /££*(£)
if and only if the domain of f is E and

the condition
-

00 <

I /<

J B

00

is satisfied for each measurable subset BC.E with

\B \ > 0,

Clearly we have L(E)CL*(E),
sentially bounded.
(1.4) Definition.

diam B < °o.

with L(E) =L*{E) if and only if E is es-

For /££*(£)

and B a measurable

subset of E with

0 < IBI < oo we define

2»b/= j fBf/\B\.
The set of numbers of the form SDJb/, where B is a measurable subset of E of positive measure with diam B < oo, will be designated by ?R(f) and the closure of this

set by W(f).
It is easily seen that when \E\ is >0, dt(f) is an interval, and that this
interval may be open, semi-open, or closed, as well as bounded or unbounded; the end points of this interval, whether finite or infinite, are
ess infxgB /(«) and ess supz^e f(x). The subset of E on which / is not in
8i(/) is of measure zero.

(1.5) Definition.

For f£.L*(E)

and <t>a function

whose domain includes

"Si{f)weinterpret

4>[mBf]\B\

forBQE,

\B\=0,

as zero. For 0 < 5 Si oo and F(E.TS(E) we assign to the numerical sum
bGf

its natural intuitional

meaning (to be made precise later in Definition

(2.7)) and
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define two limits, which are actually of the nature of a lower integral and an upper
integral respectively over E, as follows:

S*(f, </>,
E) = lim
l^O

inf

F£TS(E)

S*(f, <t>,
E) = lim sup
j-o

rerj(£)

£ # [mBf] \B\,

jjGp

£ 4>[WBf]
\B\.

b&f

That each of these limits exists (finite or infinite) follows from the fact that
0 < Si = 82 = oo

implies

TSl(E) C rS2(£).

When and only when these limits are the same we define

- * =sStf.
Similarly

S*(/, <t>,
E) = s*(/, *, E) = oo.

we define two other limits, involving the sampling

fixed real number k^l:S*(f,4>, E, k)

[ S* (f,<f>,E,k)]

procedure, for any

is the lirrn-.o of the inf

[sup] of numbers of the form

g

<t>[mABf]\B\,

where FQ.TS(E) and A is a measurable linear set variable with Fand for each F
variable within the restriction

(1.6)

I B\ & k\AB\

for BE F.

If and only if these limits are the same we write

-«l

S(f, <t>,
E, k) = £*(/, <j>,
E, k) = S*(f, <t>,E,k)^ «>.

(1.7) Definition.
For E a linear set, f a function whose domain is E, and <f>
a function whose domain includes the range off, we represent by <j>
:f the function g

defined on E by the condition

g(x) = 4>[f(x)}

for x EE.

Our main problem is to determine conditions on / and <j>which will insure the (finite) existence of Js^'-fand
of S(f, <j>,E, k) and the equality

(1.8)
Actually

f <t>'.f
= S(f, 4>,E, k).
the conditions

lim sup
(1 9)

ä-o F&r}(E)

which we obtain will insure

E

l <t>-f~<i>[WlABf]\
B

B£f I J b

= lim sup

£ I m^-.f - <t>[mABf]
||£|

= o,

which implies (1.8).
For convenience

of reference we attach

numbers

to the following particu-
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(1.10)

[May

is involved:

f <p:f= S{f,<p,E),

J ß

(1.11)

lim sup
ä-o rers(£)

X) I Muf-f- tlfflsf] II B\ = 0.

bGf

The result quoted above from RS shows that the conditions /£Z,(E),
<p(y)=y for y£9i(/)
are sufficient for (1.8). In RS the condition (1.9) could
equally well have been obtained, but it was not. It has also been shown by

Banach(2) that if E = I, the unit interval 0 = x^l,
are restricted

to be a finite set of intervals,

and if the sets BETs(I)

the conditions

fELp(I),

p>l,

<t>(y)= \y\v for y£9?(f) are sufficient for (1.10).
It should be noted that if <j>is regarded
— oo <y<

co and

fixed,

the

subclass

as defined on the infinite interval

of L(E)

singled

out

by the

condition

fE(f>'-f exists may naturally be called L^,(E), thus generalizing the familiar Lp
classes of functions. This is by no means the first time that such generalizations have been considered. In fact they were introduced
as early as 1924 by
W. H. Young(3) who used the term "super-summability"
in this connection.
This notion was further developed, and related problems studied, by Young
and by others including Burkill, Kaczmarz and Nikliborc, Orlicz, and Birnbaum and Orlicz (4). There is no need to describe here these earlier investigations; it is sufficient to remark that the objectives of their authors were quite
different from ours and were such as to require hypotheses on the function <f>
more restrictive than those which we shall impose.
2. Further definitions and preliminaries.
We collect here a number of
definitions which are to be used more or less generally throughout this paper.
Other definitions, of only local use in the subsequent
developments,
will be
formulated when needed.

(2.1) Definition.
If Q is.a condition involving the symbol a, Ea[Q] stands
for the set defined by the condition bSEa[Q] if and only if Q is satisfied when b
is substituted for a.
(2.2) Definition.
(2) Banach,

If A is a set and a£.A

Sur les operations

we define {a} as Ex[x=a].

dans les ensembles abstraits

et leur application

aux equations

integrales, Fund. Math. vol. 3 (1922) pp. 133-181; especially pp. 175-177. We use LP(E) to
stand for the class of functions/with
(3) W. H. Young,

fGL(E),

\f\PGL(E).

The progress of mathematical

analysis

in the twentieth century,

Proc.

London Math. Soc. (2) vol. 24 (1925-1926) pp. 421-434.
(4) Burkill, The strong and weak convergence of functions of general type, Proc. London Math.
Soc. (2) vol. 28 (1928) pp. 493-500; Kaczmarz and Nikliborc, Sur les suites des fonctions convergentes en moyenne, Fund. Math. vol. 11 (1928) pp. 151-168; Orlicz, Beiträge zur Theorie der

Orthogonalentwicklungen, Studia Mathematica vol. 1 (1929) pp. 1-39, 241-255; Birnbaum and
Orlicz, Über Approximation im Mittel, ibid. vol. 2 (1930) pp. 197-206, and Über die Verallgemeinerung des Begriffes der zueinander

konjugierten

Potenzen, ibid. vol. 3 (1931) pp. 1-67.
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(2.3) Definition.
The symbol ~, placed above another symbol, negates the
meaning of the other symbol; in particular, if A is a set, a £ A means that a is
not an element of A.
(2.4) Definition.
For a and b real numbers with a^b we define [a, b] as
the closed interval Ex[a &x 5=b]; for a<b the open interval Ex[a <x <b] is represented by (a, b). The unit interval [0, l] is designated by I.

(2.5) Definition.
If F is a family
set^jB^FB the abbreviation a(F).

of sets B, we sometimes employ for the

It should be noted that x£<r(F) if and only if there existsBEFwith

x EB.

(2.6) Definition.
Two sets A and B are called disjoint if and only if AB is
vacuous (that is, AB = 0). A family F of sets B is called disjointed if and only

if BxBi = 0 wheneverBXEF, B2EFand Br B2.
Adopting
the convention
that a + oo = cc,a—oo = — oo when — °o <a < oo
and that oo — oo is meaningless,
we set up the following formal definition for
numerical sums.

(2.7) Definition.
If H is a countable set with N (^ oo) elements and we
have — oo ^ ax :£ °° for xEH, the numerical sum
Hax is the unique number X
( — oo ^X^ oo), if any exists, such that
K

\ = 52 aXj
whenever
N

8 — 52 {xi)

with xm 9^ xn for i ^ m < n < N + I.

3-1

If H is vacuous we understand

E«, = o.
It should be noted that |^iEfffl*|

< 00 impliesS*eff|a*l

< °°-

(2.8) Definition.
For J a linear interval with 0<|/|
^ oo a h-partition
of J in which each set B is an interval (open, semi-open, or closed) with \ B\ >0
is called an interval h-partition of J; the aggregate of all such interval h-partitions
is represented by Vi(J); and limits corresponding to those of Definition (1.5) are

designated by

5*(/, 4>,J, k), S*(f, <t>,
I, k), and so on.
(2.9) Definition.

For E a linear set the symbols C(E), UC(E), and B(E)

are used to designate, respectively, the classes of functions

f the domain of each
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of which is E and each of which is continuous on E, uniformly continuous on E,
and bounded on E. R(I) stands for the class of functions each of which is (properly) Riemann integrable on I; R*(I) for the class of functions defined thus:

f(ER*(I) if and only if for each N>0, fi?E.R(I) where fv(x)=f(x)

xEEx[-N^f(x)^Nl

for

fN(x)= -N for xEEx[f(x)< -N], fN(x)= N for

xEEx[f(x)>N],
and limtf_M/7./jv exists (finite).
The notation BC(E)
[or
BUC(E) or BL^,(E) or ■ ■ ■ ] indicates the intersection of the classes B(E)

and C(E) [or UC(E) or L^,(E) or •«•.}• The condition f (£L(I) —R(I) means
that f is an element of L(I)
mentioned here the relation
function of the class A on
understood to mean that f

but not of R(I). If A stands for any one of the classes
<j>
EA (E) is to be interpreted as meaning that <j>is a
E; in contrast, the relation f El A (E) [<j>:fEA(E)] is
[<j>:/] is almost everywhere on E equal to a function

of the class A on E.
In §3 we prove some theorems in the theory of functions of sets. These
considerations
are made in a generality considerably
greater than is necessary for our particular
purposes, since they seem to us to be fundamental
to
that theory and to possess some intrinsic interest. They are applied in §4,
where we determine certain properties of the sums that appear in Defini-

tion (1.5).
In §5 we prove a sequence of theorems of which Theorem (5.12), the
climax, gives a necessary and sufficient condition for (1.9) when fEL*(E)
and <£(EC($R(/)). A sufficient condition, in terms of the existence of a convex
dominant for \<p\ and of such nature as frequently
to be useful in testing,
is given in Theorem (5.13). The necessity of this condition is the subject of
inquiry in §§7, 8 following the establishment
of a number of preliminary

lemmas in §6.
Obviously the condition f(E.L*(E) is necessary for the mere formulation
of the main questions as expressed by (1.8), (1.9), (1.10), and (1.11). The object of §9 is to show that the hypothesis </>£C(9J(/)) is also essential. In §10
we analyze the circumstances
under which the ^-hypothesis
on the sample
sets can be relaxed; that is, the condition (1.6) replaced by

(2.10)

\AB\>0

for B GF &TS(E).

In §11, we apply some of the earlier results to functions which are of bounded
variation or are absolutely continuous in a certain generalized sense.
Our results hold also for a measurable set E in Euclidean w-space. Even
in §6 where the treatment appears to be peculiarly 1-dimensional, one need
only alter Definition (6.1) to employ w-dimensional measure in connection
with the function u (and later /) and linear measure in connection with the
equimeasurable
function v (änd later g).
In general definitions, theorems, and displayed relations to which other
than local reference is made will be numbered sequentially
in a decimal sys-
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tern with the first number indicating a section. A displayed relation referred
to only in the proof where it occurs will be labeled with a letter, such as (a).

3. Some theorems

in the theory of functions

of sets. In this section the

symbol 0 will always stand for the vacuous set.
sets Ei and E2 are identical, and write Ei = E2, if
and is implied by xEE2; otherwise we call the sets
Under this definition of distinctness
there is only
gregate of sets will usually be spoken of as a family.

We understand
that two
and only if x(£Ei implies
distinct and write E\^E2.
one vacuous set. An ag-

(3.1) Definition. A family ® is called a a-field if and only if (i) H a countable subfamily of ® implies a(H)E®, and (ii) 5£® implies <r(®)—i?G®.
If ® is an arbitrary family, /3G® implies ßQa(®).
If ® isacr-field, (i) implies 0=cr(0)G®; from (ii) then follows a(®)G®;
whence we find that Bi G ®, B2 G ® imply B^B2G ® and B2-Bi=B2-BXB2
G ®.
The simplest and "smallest" a-field is {o}. If S represents Euclidean
w-space (1 Sn < <x>)and ECZS is a measurable set (of finite or infinite measure
in the sense of Lebesgue), the measurable subsets of E constitute a c-field ®

with <r(@)=£.
(3.2) Definition.

// A and B are sets, we define

A*B = A E
0 [ß C B\.
The following theorem

(3.3) Theorem.
a{®*B)=B.
(3.4) Definition.

may easily be verified.

If ® is a a-field and BE®, then ® *B is a a-field with
For ® a a-field F is called a ®-partition if and only if F

is a countable disjointed subfamily of © with a(F) =<r(®). The aggregate of all
^-partitions is represented by ®T.
It may be noted

vacuous. Also FG®'

that

if ® is a cr-field, {(r(®)} G®r;

thus

©T is never

implies F— {o} G®T-

(3.5) Definition.
If ® is a a-field and f a function whose domain includes
©,/ is said to be quasi-additive on © when and only when
sup

£/(*)

<

oo.

A well known theorem on the summation of absolutely convergent double
series yields a result which we find convenient
for our present purposes to

put in the following form.
(3.6) Theorem.

If F is a countable family and for B^zF, Kb is a countable
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family; KBiKBl= 0 whenever BtEF, B2E.F, Bi^B2; S=22bGfKb;
function

and f is a

whose domain includes S and which satisfies the condition \22ß£ sf(ß) \

< oo (and therefore 22ßGs\f(ß) \ < 00), then

Z M =be.f
Z ßGKB
£ /(A.

ß&s

In the rest of this section frequent

(3.7) Theorem.

use will be made of this theorem.

If f is quasi-additive

on ® and BE®,

then f is quasi-

additive on ® * B.
Proof. Let £=<r(®). In case E-B = 0 we have ® *B = ® *E = ® *a(®)
= ® and the theorem is trivially true. If E —By^Q, we let F be an arbitrary
element of (® * B)T, set F' = {E - B} + F, note that F' £ ®r, and observe that

the relation

£ f(ß)
E/G8) ^ I - /(£ - 5) I+ /(£ - 5) + ßE.f

/sGf

= \f(Ecompletes

+ sup

Z/09)

B)\ +

Z/O)

r e® I 3Gf"

the proof.

(3.8) Lemma. If S is quasi-additive on ®, ^4£@, BE®,

A +B =(r(@),

vl.B = 0, and f is bounded on ® *A and on @ * 5, then f is bounded on ®.

Proof. Let £=<r(®),

iV= sup 22m
Let 7' be an arbitrary

thata'|8'=/3y

#4 = sup 1/08)1,
element

NB= sup 1/03)

of ®, a' =A(E— 7'), 0'=£(£—7'),

=7'a' = 0. If a'+7'

and note

= 0, the relation

I/(yjI ^ iv+1/(«')I+1/OS')
I s # + jfc+
is apparent;

if a'+7'^0

and ß' = 0, it is a consequence

of the inequality

!/(«')+ /(?')I ^ A;
and if a'+7'^0

and ß'^0,

it follows from the inequality

\f(a')+f(ß')+f(y')\

SN.

Thus the proof is complete.

(3.9) Lemma. If f is quasi-additive

but unbounded on @, there exist sets A

and B with

AG®,

BE®,

A +B = <r«&), AB = 0,

f(A) I > 1 + I f(0) I,
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/ unbounded on ® * B.
Proof. Let E and N have the meaning assigned
Since/is unbounded on ® we take BoG® such that

them in the last proof.

\f(B0)\ > N + 1 +|/(0)|,
and let A0 = E— Bo. Clearly we have B0^0 and

^oG®,

*oG®,

A0 + B0=E,

A0B0 = 0,

I/(Bo)| > 1+|/(0)|,

\f(A0)\fc|/C*>| -1/^») +/(*«) I
> N + 1 + I/(0)I - N = 1 + I/(0)I.
From Lemma (3.8) we infer that / is either unbounded on ® *Ba or unbounded on ® *Ao\ in the first alternative
the desired conclusion is reached
by taking A =Aa and B=B0, whereas in the second case it is obtained by
taking A = B0 and B = A0.
A proof of a well known theorem on completely additive functions of
sets(6), which was communicated
to us some time ago by R. M. Robinson,
has been of use to us at this juncture. The following is a generalization
of

that theorem.
(3.10) Theorem.

If f is quasi-additive on ®,/ is bounded on ®.

Proof. We shall show that the assumption of the hypothesis and the
trary of the conclusion leads to a contradiction.
Let B0=o-(®). In
of Theorem
(3.7), Lemma
(3.9), and Theorem
(3.3) there exist
Ai, A2, Az, • • • and B\, B2, B3, ■ ■ ■ satisfying the following recursive
dition : if n is a positive integer and
^4* G ®**„-i,

*nG®*-B„-i,

An + Bn = Bn-U

\f(An) I > 1 + |/(0) I,

conview
sets
con-

AnBn = 0,

/is unbounded on ® * Bn,

then we have
An+l G ®**n,

-Bn+1G ® * Bn,

An+i + Bn+1 = Bn,

I f{An+1)I > 1 + I /(0) |,

An+iBn+1 = 0,

/is unbounded on ® *Bn+1.

Clearly we also have

Bo D Bi D B2 D • • • ,
AmBn C AmBn_i C AmBm = 0

for 1 ^ m < n.

Defining
CO

Ao= Bo-T,Ait
we see that AmAn =0 for 0 ^m <n.

00

Fo=T,U,-},
From this and the fact that

(6) See, for example, Saks, Theory of the integral, Warsaw,

1937, Theorem

(6.1), p. 10.
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(n = I, 2, 3, • ■• ),

we infer
for 0 ^ w < n.

Am 5* An

But Fo is a ©-partition;

hence

E M

g TV <

CO

ß&F,

and /G4„)

tends

to zero

|/04B)| >l+|/(0)I

as n—»oo, in contradiction

(«=1,2,3,

(3.11) Definition.

to the

inequalities

• • • ).

A family H is called hereditary if and only if the relation

BCA EH implies BEH.
It may be noted that the families 0 and {o} are hereditary.
For 0 < 5 ^ co let Hs represent the family of all subsets of the real number
system having diameter <5; Hi is then hereditary.
If £ is a measurable set
of real numbers and © represents the family of all measurable subsets of E,
® is a tr-field and we have

®'*H5 = r5(£).

(3.12) Theorem. If © is a a-field, His an hereditary family, and f is a function whose domain includes ®H, then the relation

EM

sup

= TV< <=o

FE ®**H ßEF

implies

sup

£ I/OS)I < »•

FGr'H

ßEF

Proof. Since sup 0 = — co, the theorem is trivial in the case of ©T* H = 0.
Henceforth we assume ®** Ht*0; let £=<r(®);
let V be some fixed element

of ®'*i?;for^G®

let

Vß=VE[Bß*
3
and let g be a function

0],

Kß = BEVß
E iBß}<

with
g(ß)

E fiBß)

for ßE®.

BEVß

The first step in the proof is to show that the function

on ®. For any FE®* let

W = E Kß.
bEf

g is quasi-additive
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W is then an element of ®* and since H is hereditary
Moreover, it is readily seen that KßlKß, = 0 whenever

we infer WE ®T * H.
ßiEF, ß2EF, ßx^ß2

and also that {ftfl} {ß2ß\ =0 whenever ßEF, ft 6 Vß,ß2E Vß,ßx^ß2. Two applications

of Theorem

(3.7) thus yield the relation

£/M = £

£/(?) = £

£

£ /M

=ßGF
Z BGVß
£/(*/*)=£*os),
ßEF
an immediate

implication

of which is the inequality

Z g(ß)^

N.

ßGF

The second step is to establish

the existence of a number

Z /(«

^

M

<

M with

00

for every countable disjointed subfamily D of ®H. Using the result of the
first step and Theorem (3.10) we infer the existence of a number Nx with

for 0 G ®.

g(ß)I = Ai < =0

Let Af=iV+iVi; let D be any countable disjointed subfamily of &H; let
C=E-<r(D); let

Fi = Z?+ Z

{BC},

bGvc

and note that FiG®T *H. We have

Z M =ßGD
Z /(« +bGvc
Z

Z /OS)
=ßGD
Z M +bGvc
Z /(*0

ßGFi

bG{bc\

- Z /OS)+ g(Q,
ßGD

whence

E/Os)

^ iV 4- JVi = AT.

Finally, let

F G ®**#,

Di = F E [f(ß) ^ 0],

D2 = F E [f(ß) < 0].

We then have the desired conclusion:

£ M
£1/03)1= ßGDi

ßGF

+

£ /OS)^

2M <

00.
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hereditary family Ec[CO(®)].
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(3.12) we let h stand

for the

then ®T* h= ®*.

4. Concerning the behavior of the sums. The sums considered in Definition (1.5) have a considerable number of properties which are seen immediately and which it is essential to note. Partly for convenience of reference we
assemble some of these properties in

(4.1) Theorem. Let fEL*(e)
and <f>and <f>\be functions each of whose
domains includes 9t(/).
(i) Since 0<5i^52^
<=o
implies Yil(e)GTs£e),
the inf/fg^^)
[supF£r0(£)]
of sums of the form

Z <t>[mABf]|
* | or X I^<t>:f - <t>[mABf]\\b\
bEf

bEf

is non-decreasing [non-increasing] as 5 decreases (0<5^
<»).
For 0<5^ co and FE^i(e)
we have the following properties

of sums:

(ii) k = l implies \AB\ = \b\ for BE F, \ ae\ = \e\,and

Z 4>[2>W]|*I
= Z *Wb}]\b\ ;

bEf

b(Ep

(iii) 0 ^ </>
(y)for y E 9?(f) implies

Z <t>WABf]
\b\i* t£

SGP

BEf

<t>[mABf]
I ab I

and

sup

f£r,W

Z «[27W] I 5 I ^ * sup

iGy

fEr-jC«

Z *[3Rs/]|*|;

jGp

(iv) #(y) ^0i(y) for yE^if) implies

Z 0[3«^/]I* I^ «Gf
Z

1*1;

bGf

(v) (<l>+<l>i)(y)=<i>(y)+<i>i(y)
for yE$t(f) implies

Z (<*>
+ *0[3»ab/]
I * I = Z *[2«ab/]
I* I + Z <fi[2Kab/]
I* I

bEf

inf
F£rs(E)

bEf

Z <t>
l^ab/] |*|+
bEf

2s inf
FEra(E)

= sup
FErä(£)

Corresponding

inf
F£r0(E)

bEf

Z <*>i
[9Wab/]| * |
bEf

Z (<*>
+ <*>i)
[2«ab/]|*|^
bEf

Z t[WlABf]
|*|+

bEf

sup
f£r{(£)

sup

F£ra(B)

Z (</»
+
bEf

Z <t>i[mABf]
I * I.

bEf

properties of limits of sums are:

(vi) S*(f,0, e, l)=S*(f, 0, e)^S*{f, <t>,
e)=S*(f, <t>,
e, 1);

[9Kab/]I * I
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(vii) OiS0(v) for y£9t{/) implies

S*(/, 0, E, k) ^ kS*(f,<t>,E);
(viii) <j>(y)
tk<l>i{y)
for rG9J(/) implies

S*(f, 0, E, h) S S*(f, +u E, k),

S*(f, 0, E, k) ^ S*(f, <puE, k);

(ix) (<t>+<l>i)(y)
=<f>(y)+<t>i(y)
for yG9t(/) implies

S*(f, 0, E, k) + S*(f, 0i, E, k) ^ §*(/, 0 + 0!, E, k)
^ S*(f, 0 + 0i, E, k) ^ S*(f, 0, E, k) + S*(f, 0!, E, k).
It must be emphasized

that when we write, as in the theorem

above,

Z 4>[mABf]\B\,

bEf

without inf or sup ahead of it, A is understood
satisfying condition (1.6); whereas, when

inf

or

fGrjffl

sup
FGrjffl

to be an arbitrary

fixed set

Z 0[9«W] 1*1
bEf

is written, A is understood to vary with F with the freedom allowed by condition (1.6). To define a notation that makes this distinction would introduce,
it seems to us, an unnecessary complication.
The next four theorems are fundamental
for later developments.

(4.2) Theorem. If fEL*(E),
and 0 < 5 ^ co, the condition

0 is a function

whose domain includes 9i(/),

Z 0[2M|*|

sup

bEf

implies

sup

Z 10[sM 11b \ < 00•

Fer5(£)

Beit-

Taking into account the remark immediately
preceding the statement
of
Theorem (3.12), one sees at once that this theorem is a corollary of Theorem

(3.12).
Corollary.
the condition

If f(EL*(E)

and 4>is a function whose domain includes 9?(/),

- * < S*(f, 0, E) ^ S*(f, 0, E) < co
implies 0^S*(f, [*{., £)< «.
(4.3) Theorem. Iff£L*(E),
dition

0^0(v) for yG9?(/), and 0<o^

«>, the con-
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52 <j>[mBf]\B\ = M < oo

ferä(b)

bEf

implies the existence of N = iV(e) > 0 with

0 < N < oo,

sup

£ 0[9Kb/]I B I < « /or ff C # - [- N, N].

FEnW

bEf

Proof. Let Fi G rä (E) be such that
£

<t>[®lBf]
\B \ > M - €.

bEfi

Clearly Fi contains a finite family
satisfy the conditions

F2 satisfying

0 < N < =o,
For HQE— [-N,

the same inequality.

Let N

c(F2) C [- N, TV].

N] and F(E.Ts(H), we then have the desired condition.

(4.4) Theorem. IffeL*(E),<f>eC(m{f)), 0^<j)(y)for yGSK(/),0<5^ oo,
sup

52 <t>[mBf]\B\ < oo,

F6rj(ir)

bEf

and H is a measurable subset of E, then we have

lim

sup

|ÄHo

Feiyff)

52 <t>[^lBf]
|*|=0.
bEf

Proof. Let

A(B) = 4>[9ftB/]
IB I
Af = limsup
52

for B G F G rä(#),
MB),

|£THo BEFEn(h)

M being finite on account

of the hypotheses.

If M is >0, there exists n >0

such that \H\ <n implies
bEfE

Let Hi be a particular
ing the conditions

52rj(fl) MB) ^ 3M/2.

set H and FiGro(Hi)

\B*\ < v/2,

a particular

family of sets satisfy-

52 MB) > 4M/S.

bEfi

It is clear that Fi can be taken as a finite family.

If £> is a measurable

subset

of E, we have

lim f

|j)|-«0 J b-d

f/\B - D\ = f f/\B\

hence, in view of the continuity

J b

for 5 GF,, | B | > 0;

of <j>on 9t(/) and the finiteness

of the family
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\D\ <y implies

Z A(J5- I») > 4M/5.

bGfi

Let fij be a particular
ing the conditions

set i/and

F2Eir5(.ff2) a particular

I H21< 7,

family of sets satisfy-

Z A(*) > 4M/5.

Let

G= Z

{* - ff2}

bGfi

and consider the family G+.F2 of disjoint sets. We have

Z 1*1= Z 1*1+Z I* I - IBiI+ JMm\
< v/2+ y < u,

BgC+fl

i£fl

bGf2

whence

3Jf/2 =

E

A(*) = £ A(5) + E A(5) > 4Af/5 + 4Af/5,

bGg+f2

a contradiction
Combining

bGg

bGf2

which implies M = 0 and completes the proof.
Theorems (4.2) and (4.4) we obtain the following

(4.5) Theorem.

///£!,*(£),

result.

<AGC(9?(/)), and H is a measurable subset of

E, the condition

- oo < Sm(f, <f,E) ^ S*(f, <p,E) < co
implies

lim S*(f, \<t>\,H) =0.
o

In other words, the conclusion of this theorem is that S*(f,
absolutely continuous function of a measurable set HC.E.
5. Sufficient conditions for (1.9). Since (1.9) is trivially true
we are justified in assuming |£| >0 in connection with the
theorem in this section. The first theorem is an extension of the
(5.1) Theorem.

If E is essentially

\cf>\, H) is an

when | E\ = 0,
proof of each
lemma of RS

bounded, the conditions /£

J/C(£)

and

<t>EC(Wf)) are sufficient for (1.9), even with (1.6) replaced by (2.10).
Proof. We may assume / itself to be uniformly continuous on E; then / is
bounded on E, and 9{(/) is seen to be a bounded
closed interval.
Thus
</>£C(9?(/)) implies (j>E:UC(dt(f)); </>:/ is uniformly continuous on E; and we

have

(*</>:/= Z

" B

f </>:/

BGF J B

forF G r{(£), 0 < 5 ^ oo.
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Let v = r](4>,e) >0 be such that

yu?i eWf), Iyi - y*\= »?imply| <t>(yi)
- <p(y2)
I ^ t/(2I£ I);
and let 5 = 5(/, 77)>0 be such that

«2 G -E, I *i — *21 ^ 8 imply | /(zj) —f(x2) | g 77.
For FETi(E),

BEF,

\B\ >0, and xtEB we then have

a = inf <*.[/(*)]^ SRB0:/, 4>[/Oi)] = sup *>[/(*)] = ß, 0 - a £ e/(2 | &j ),
a = inf f(x) i= SRib/,

/(*i) = SUP/(*) =

b — a S -q,

whence

I 9WB0:/
- *>[3W]I ^ I 2Wb*>:/
- *>[/(*i)]
I

+ Ul/(*0]-*[SW]| =«/|£|,

and

Z f«i#:/~*fllWIII*|=«•
Remark. The relation (1.9) can be established by means of inequality (a)
on the individual terms of (1.9) only under very special circumstances,
such
as those hypothesized in Theorem (5.1). That this cannot be done even in the
simple case of E = I, 4>(y) =y foryGSRC/), when It is >1 and/has a single point
of essential discontinuity
in I is illustrated by taking / on I to be the characteristic function of the set £^[1 /2 = x f£ 1 ].

(5.2) Theorem. If E is essentially bounded, the conditions f EL* (E) =L(E)

and 4>EUC(^St{f))are sufficientfor (1.9).
Proof. If the interval 3J(/) is not a closed set, it has a finite endpoint which
does not belong to it. The hypothesis </>E?7C(5R(/)) implies that lim <f>(y)exists
as yG5R(f) approaches this endpoint. If at each such endpoint <j>is defined
(or redefined) as this limit, we have <f>EUC(dt(f))- Clearly this extension of
the definition of <j>(or this redefinition of <f>)does not affect the sums in question; neither does it affect the value of JE <p:f, since the set of points
E Ex[f(x)z$l(f)]
is of measure zero. In other words, we may assume

Let 0<«i<«/(l+|£|)

and i?=r?(0, «i)>0 be such that

yu yi G 9?(/), |'yi —y§\ ^ v imply | <l>(y)i- 4>(y2)\ = «i/4;
then we have

I 4>{yi)- <t>(y*)
| £ n/4 + «ij yr —
Let K=

[a, b] be a bounded

/{iv) for yu yi G 3f(/).

closed interval

containing

all of E except for
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a set of measure zero which can and will be neglected; let / be a particular
function summable on E; and let xi satisfy the conditions
xi G E,

ess inf f{x) ^ f(xi) g ess sup/(x),

— w < f(xi)

< «.

Then / can be defined (or redefined) as/(xi) for acGJT-E, so that/ is summable on [a, b] and the new dt(f) is the same as the old 9?(/). On K the function / can be approximated
arbitrarily
closely in the mean by a function g
continuous on K and having the property
ess inf f(x) ^ ess inf g(x) = ess supg(x)
xEk

Thus we are assured

j£jc

i£k

of the existence

of a function

geuc(E),

^ ess supf(x).
j£s

f I/- g\ < n/ks v,

J E

g satisfying

the conditions

WUcWj)-

In accordance with Theorem (5.1) let 5 = 5 (g, <f>,ei/4)>0
ei/4 for the functions g and <f>.The function <£:/ is measurable
infer that it is summable on E from the inequality

correspond to
on E and we

I *[/(*)] I =1 «>{«(*)]
I + ei/4 + €lI/(*) - g(x)| /(4r,)

for * G £,

which

expresses

the dominance

of \<t>'f\ by a summable

function.

For

F(E.Ts(E) we now have

Z I f 6>:/-fl>[SWW]|*l|

s£p I

I

=Z (I f •>:/-f *>:«|
+If*f-•>[««<]
1*1
BGF \ I

B

J B

I

IJ B

+U[miBf]-*[sßjts/]||-B|)

= J fE U:/-0:g|+ei/4+ B&F
Z («i/4
+ «iJ fAB U ~ /1/<M\ab|))f | b \
\
^ eV4+ ex~fE I/ - g\ /(4V)+ «,/4+(eV4)
| E|
+ k* f |«-/|/(4u)
For use in proving subsequent
a lemma.

theorems

<ei + ei|£|

we introduce

<6.

two definitions

and

(5.3) Definition.
If f(E.L*(E), Zi-i Ji wtS oe caWerfa normal expression
for $R(/) i/ arad ow/y */ the following conditions are satisfied: (1) /or eocft i, Ji is a
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bounded closed interval [a,-, Oi]C9J(/), with

k, h\ CJiCJi+i

(* =»J, 2, 3, — );

(2) if inf $(/)=a is finite and aG3i(/), aG/< (i-1, 2, 3, • • • ); (3)
sup 9i(/)=o is ./mite awd &G3I(/)> oG-7";
2, 3, • • • ); and (4) £r.i/<

= 9?(/).
It should be observed

that if

is a bounded

closed interval,

Ji = dt(f)

for each i.
(5.4) Lemma. LetfEL(E)

0 < 5 ^ oe and FGr„(£)

and^^iJi

oe a normal expression for 3J(/). For

/ei GiQF represent the family of sets BEF defined by

the condition

wisfemD-Ji

(<- i,2,3f...').

TÄe» we have

lim sup

>J I BI = 0.

Proof. In case 9?(/) is a bounded closed interval, 9?(/) —J,- is vacuous and
£üGGi|*|
=0 for each i. In case sup 9?(/) = oo we have lim^«, o<= oo. For
each i such that 6<>0, let HiEF represent the family of sets B defined by

the condition WlBf>bi. Then we have

£1*1-5 ff\B\/f/-

£ f f/m*f
<(W f l/l,

which tends to zero with
In case sup 3?(/)=o<
oo, oe9J(/), we have lim^^ o; = o. Let HiEF
stand
for the family of sets B defined by the condition WBf>bi, and let e<= o —o<

(*—1, 2, 3, • • • ). For any particular i and BEHi let

*i = 5 E [b - ei < f{x)},

B2 = BE [f(x) < b - 2«*],

B3 = B E [b - 2U = /(*) = b - ei],
so that we have

0 - et-< 9ftB/ =

IB I

WlBlf+

IB I

IB I

MbJ + -y-T" WbJ

IBI
1*1
1*1
I *l|
1*2I
1*3I
ii
*
*
- b - i,(2I*21/ I* I + I *3| /| *| ),

whence, since e, is > 0,
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2 I Bt\ /| B \ +| B3\ /| B \ < 1,

2 I B21+ I B31< I B I = I Ü,1+ I 521+ I B3I,
I *2| < I

and

I B \ <2\ BA + IbA £ 2(1JSil+ I Bt\ ).
Hence we obtain

T, \B \ £ 2| £ [6-2c,

£/(*)]

bGh{

But from the inequality

eI+i^€,- (i = 1, 2, 3, ■ • • ) we have

£ [8 - 2e<+1= /(*)] CE[b-

2u = /(*)]

(< = 1, 2, 3, • • • )

which implies

0 ^ lim
= 2

sup

Y, I B I = 2 lim | £ [6 - 2c<^ /(*)]

H E [b- 2«,£ f(x)] = 2\E[bZf(x)]\

= 0.

The cases inf
= — =° and inf 9?(/)=a>
— °°, a£9?(/) are entirely
similar to those already considered, so that the lemma may now be regarded

as established.

(5.5) Definition. Forf<EL*(E), 0GC(3t(/))- 0 ^0(y) wheny G9f(/), and
Zf" i«Jf<0 normal expression for 9f(/), we ca// /Ae sequence 0,- (i = l, 2, 3, • • • ),
where for each i

<t>(y)

for

y E.Ji=

[ait 6,],

inf 0(0 for a^ye^if),

^•(y) = \ s/s<s"<

inf 0(0
a normal approximating

/or

6,-< y G 9?(/),

sequence for 0 on 3J(/).

We note that if 9?(/) is a bounded closed interval, 0,- is identical with 0
for each i. It is essential to observe also the following properties of a normal
approximating
sequence:

0,-G UCW(f)),
0(x> - 0.-(:v)= 0 for y G /»

0 = 0,(y) g 0(y) for y G 9J(/),
lim <t>i(y)= 0(y) for y G SR(/).

(* - 1, 2, 3, • • • );
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Since the set of points E Z£i[/(x)e5i(/)]
we have

(5.6)

OS *.[/(*)]
.
, £*[/(*)]
.
lim *<[(/*)] = *[/(*)]

(i=

is of measure

1,2,3,-.

•)] L

*—»oo

zero, it follows that

. almost
.
tMall X £ E.
for

j

(5.7) Theorem.

The conditions f EL* (E) and *££($(/))

If •>:/
S f |*:/|=
I »'s

t'w/>/;y

|*|,£3= ».

IJ E

|*|

[May

Proof. Let 0< (*=»1, 2, 3, • • • ) be a normal approximating
sequence for
on 9i(/), and let if represent any essentially bounded measurable subset

of E. Theorems (5.2) and (4.1) (viii) imply

J *>,:/= S(f,*„ 77)= S*(/,0,-,77)= 5»f/, |*|, B) £ S*(f,J *|, E) S «o
(1-1,2,3,..-);
and by aid of (5.6) and a well known theorem of Fatou we obtain

f |*>:/| = liminf j *,:/,

J #

»"-.=0 J #

whence

f |*:/|
The desired conclusion

|*|,E).

then follows from the arbitrariness

of H.

(5.8) Theorem. The conditions f£L*{E}, &GUC($t(j)),
yEWif), and S*(f, <j>,
E) < <=°
are sufficientfor (1.9).

0<.*(y) for

Proof. If E is essentially bounded, the conclusion follows from Theorem
(5.2) without use of the hypothesis S*(f, <j>,E)<<x>. Otherwise, this hypothesis
implies the existence of v satisfying the conditions

(5.9)

0<tj<oo,

In accordance

sup
F£r,(ff)

From Theorem

with Theorem

sup

22 *[2Wb/]I B\ < oo.

(4.3) let Ni = Ni(e/3k)

22 *[9Nj»/]|B\ < t/(3k)

>0 insure

for H c E - [- Nlt Ni],

bEf

(5.7) we infer fE<l>'-f< 00 ; thus there exists N with

7V1=/V<oo,

f.0:/<e/3

J H

for

C £ - [- TV,A],
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Let

'Ex - E E [- N —tj £.« % N +1}],
and in accordance with Theorem (5.2) let 5 = 5(/, 0,
e/3), 0 < 5 St?, correspond to e/3 for the functions / and 0 on
For FEXt{E) let FiQF stand

for the family of sets B(E.F defined by the condition
F2 = F—F\. Then we have, by aid of Theorem (4.1) (iii),

£ If 0:/-

BC.EN, and let

I*■!
j'f 0:/-0[$»W]|*l + £ f *:/ + £0[9?W]|*I

< e/3 4- e/3 + £

sup

0 [SWa/] | 5 | < e,

F£rä(ff)

wherei? = o-(F2)C£-[-iV1,

TV,].

For the proof of the next theorem

the following

lemma

will prove

help-

ful.

(5.10)Lemma.LetfEL*(E), 0£C(9?Cf)),0 ^<j>(y)
for y Edt(f), S*(f,0, E)
< =0, and <j>i(i = l, 2, 3, • • • ) be a normal approximating
$R(f). Then there exists v with 0<77< oo such that we have

lim sup
.->« fGr,ffl

sequence for 0 on

£ (0 - 04)[WUsf]
1*1=0.

sGf

Proof. If dt(J) is a bounded closed interval, 0(y) —<f>i(y)
=0 for yG9f(/)
(i= 1, 2, 3, • • • ) and the conclusion is obvious with any v without use of the
hypothesis S*(f, 0, E) < °o. Otherwise, this hypothesis implies the existence
of 7] satisfying
conditions
(5.9). In accordance
with Theorem
(4.3) let

N=N(e/2k)

>7]>Q be such that

sup

reruns
and in accordance

BCE,
Let

£ 0#br/] I * I < t/(2*)

for ff C E - [- N, N\,

bgf

with Theorem

(4.4) let y=y(f,

I B I < y imply sup
FGr,(ff)

[ —TV—rj, /V+rijE

and in accordance

0, n, e/(2k)) >0 be such that

£ 0[W] I* I < «/(2*).

iGf

with Lemma

(5.4) let m be

such that

sup
where G.CF

£

has the meaning ascribed

I* I < 7
to it in that lemma.

for * > m,
For FGr,(E)

let FiCF be defined by the condition *GFi if and only if [-N, N]B^0,
and let F2= F— F\. For each i we then have, by aid of Theorem (4.1) (iii),
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F£r,(S)

£ 0 - fr) [VKab/]
\B\£k

sup

bGp

[May

L (*>- 0.) [3Rfl/]I 5 I

F€r,(«

bGj?

= *sup E (*- •>*)
[2Bb/]
I* I + *sup £ (*>-*<)
[SKb/IJ*
I,
Fi

jsSfi

rt

b£Pj

where the second term does not exceed

k sup E *[3Wa/]I * I < *«/(2*)= «/2
f2

and for j>w

bGf2

the first term is less than or equal to

k sup E (0- *<)Et»«/]
I* I = * sup E (•>-•><)
[SWa/l
I* I
<. ft sup
Corollary.

E 0[SJb/]I J?| < *e/(2*)= e/2.

TAe hypotheses of this lemma imply

lim

0 - 0,-,£, A) = 0.

(5.11) Theorem. 7/ /£!*(£),

0GCOR(/)), and O<.0(y) /or ?£$(/),

«*«

condition S*(J, 0, £) < =° is sufficient (as well as obviously necessary) for (1.9).
Proof. If 9J(/) is a bounded

closed interval,

the conclusion

follows at once

from Theorem (5.8). Otherwise, the hypothesis S*(J, 0, 23)< «, by Theorem
(5.7), implies the existence of /e<t>'f; and it also implies the existence of r\ satisfying conditions (5.9). Let 0,- (i = l, 2, 3, • • • ) be a normal approximating
sequence for 0 on 9f (/). Then for 0 < 5 = tj, FGr^Ti),
and each i we may write

E \jbI f *:/-0[3W]]*||I

bGf

(a)

<.•£f I*:/-•><:/1
+ bGpI»s
E I f 0.:/-0<[SW]1*
+ bGf
E |0491ij/]-0[9W]||*I-

From (5.6) and the inequality /^0:/<
» we infer, by Lebesgue's
theorem, the existence of a number iVi with

/
Lemma

0:/ - 0,-:/| < e/3

(5.10) implies the existence

of a number

sup E 10<[anw]
- #M

FGrä(£)

bGf

= sup
FGrf(«

for / > iVi.
7V_iVi with

11*1

E (0 - 0.)[ÜW] I * I
bGf

convergence
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< e/3

for * > /V.

Having fixed *>2V, in accordance with Theorem (5.8) we let 8 = 5 (J, 0,-,
0<SS77, be such that the second term on the right in (a) is <e/3. This completes the proof.

(5.12) Theorem. IffEL*{E) and 0EC(9t(/)), the condition
-

=0 < £*(/, 0, £) = S*(/, 0, E)<

oo

is sufficient (as well as obviously necessary) for (1.9).

Proof. By the corollary to Theorem

(4.2), the hypotheses

of the present

theorem imply S*(f, |0|, E) < «>. For yG9?(/) let

*i(y)= [I4>(y)
I + 0b) ]/2,

My) = {14>(y)
I - <t>(y)
]/2,

whence

0(y) = 0i(y) - 02(y),
and for i = 1, 2 we have

0,-G CW(f)),0 <.0,(y)= I0(y)Ifory G ®W,S*(f,0»*) = S*(f,\<t>
|, £)< -.
In accordance with Theorem (5.11), therefore, let 8,= 5,- (/, 0,-, e/2) >0 correspond to e/2 for the functions / and 0,- (* = 1, 2). Then we have, for

5 = min [öi, 52] and EEr4(£),

E I f 0:/- 0[ÜWW]I
*l|I

bGp I •» b

= bGfiJ
E fb 0i:/- J fb 02=/
<

1*1+0i[2W]I* I

E II*fb 0i:/-0i[9W]|*l + bGp
E II •»fb0»:/-0i[aRW]|*<

e.

sGf

The following corollary

is now evident.

Corollary.
For f£L*(E) and 0EC(9t(/))I
(1.10), and (1.11) are equivalent.

the conditions (1.8), (1.9),

(5.13)Theorem. IffEL*(E) and<j>GC(di(f)),the conditions|0(y)| S0(y)
/or y G5R(/), 0 convex on'StfJ), and /b0:/<
(a)

sup
fGr,(«

awa" therefore for (1.9).

» are sufficient for

E 0[a»*/]|fl|

BGf

< oo,

1? = diam £,
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Proof. Using Jensen's

inequality

£ *[a»B/]
|*|=

(6) we obtain, for FET^E),

£ I*[awB/]
11* I = £ *[a»*/]
I* i
<. E I *!«:/=

from which follows — » <S*(f, 0, E)^S*(J,
pothesized in Theorem (5.12).

f ^:/< oo,
<t>,E)< oo, the condition hy-

It will be shown in the next three sections that the conditions specified
in this theorem are also necessary for (a), but are not necessary for (1.9).

Corollary.

J/f ££*(£), <£GC(9?(/)) and OS0(y) for y&ft(J), the condi-

tion <pconvex on 3i(/) implies

8

Proof.

The function

is measurable

and non-negative

/■*:/-«>,
Theorem (5.7) implies 5(/, <£, £, k)=S(f,
Jb*:/< oo, the equality follows from Theorem (5.13).
6. Some lemmas.
linear set with

on E. In case

<£, £) = oo. In case

Throughout this section we assume that £ is a measurable

o < m< °°;
/G£*(£);

<t>is a non-negative

sup
?6r»lB

function

whose domain

includes

9?(/); and

E *[ü»b/]| *l = M < 00•

bGf

We begin by developing a few properties
of equimeasurable
functions
which are needed for our special purposes and some of which may not be
immediately accessible in the literature.

(6.1) Definition.
Of two functions u and v we say that u on A is equimeasurable with v on B if and only if A and B are sets included, respectively, in the
domains of u and v and the sets

A E [u(t) £ y],
are measurable

BE [v(s) <. y]

and of equal measure for — oo <y<

oo.

We now set
(6) See, for example, Hardy, Littlewood, and P61ya, Inequalities, Cambridge, 1934, pp.
150-152. The reader should bear in mind, here and later on, that the condition i£ convex on an
interval implies x//continuous on the interior of that interval.
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a(y)

and on the open interval

E \f(t) < y]\

=

for — oo < y < co,

(0, n) define the function g by the relation
g(s) = inf E [s <. a(y)],

0 < s < *.

(6.2) Lemma. On (0, ju) the function g is non-decreasing

and equimeasurable

with f on E.
Proof. Obviously

g is non-decreasing.

Let — oo <y0<

oo, let a = a(y0), and

set

b=
The following

properties

E [g(s) <. y0]

may then be readily

(a)

deduced

seriatim:

s <. a(g(s))

(b)

g{s) <. y0

(c)

implies

5 S a(g(s))

g(s) > y0 implies

Since g is non-decreasing

sup({0}

for 0 < s < fi;
S a(y0) = a;

s > a.

on (0, fi) we have

+ E [g(s) = y0]) = b = inf^}

this combines with (b) to yield b^a
a = b and the lemma is proved.

+ E [f(s) > y0]V

and with (c) to provide

b^a,

whence

(6.3) Lemma. If D is an open interval and D' a measurable set with
DQD'C(0,
ju). and if B' is a subset of E such that f on B' is equimeasurable
with g on D', then there exists a set BQ.B' such that f on B is equimeasurable
with g on D and f on B' —B is equimeasurable with g on D' —D.

Proof. Let {a,b)=D,
a' =

inf

and let

g(t),

b' =

sup

g(t),

a<t<t

B, = B'E [f(t) = a'],

D\ = D E [g(s) = a'],

B2 = B' E [a' < f(t) < b'],

Dt = D E [a' < g(s) < b'],

B3 = B'E [a' < /(/) = V],

D3 = DE [a' < g(s) = b'].

A simple check shows that
D2 = D' E [a' < g(s) < b']
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and that/on
B2 is equimeasurable
and |Z)3| S |i53|. By considering

with g on D2. Clearly we have | Z>i| <. | Bi\
the sets

(— x, x)Bi
we find measurable

ßiCBx,

[May

and

(— x, x)B2

for 0 < x,

sets ßx and ß3 with

ßiCB3,

\ß1\=\D1\,

\ßt\=\Dt\.

Thus/ on ßi is equimeasurable
with g on Dx and/ on ß3 is equimeasurable
with
g on D3. Accordingly, on account of the disjointness of the sets involved, we

may take B —ßi+B2-\-ß3, note that D = DX+D2+D3, and conclude that/on
B
is equimeasurable
with g on D. It then follows at once that / on B' —B is
equimeasurable
with g on D' —D.
(6.4) Lemma. If u on A is equimeasurable

with v on B, then

Ju = I v and | A | » | B\.
A

jB

This well known result is easily seen.

(6.5) Lemma. If @ is a finite disjointed family of open subintervals of (0, /i),
we have

E <t>[mDg]\D
\ s m.

Be®

Proof. Let the number of intervals
© =

By repeated

{/:>:} +

use of Lemma

in ® be n and let

\D2)

+■■■

+

\Dn).

(6.3) we infer the existence

of a disjointed

family

F of n subsets of E such that
F = \BX) +

with / on Bi equimeasurable

{B2} +■■■

+

{Bn\,

with g on ZJ< (t = l, 2, • • • , n). From Lemma

(6.4) we have

mBif= a>w,

IBtI - IDt\

(i - 1,2, • . • , n),

whence

E *[2>W]IdI,
= E4>[imDig]\Di\
= E«[5mB,./]I1

ße®

.=i

- E 0[9Wb/]\b\zm.
bGf

(6.6) Lemma. PFe have 9?(/) = 5R(g).
This result is almost immediate.

.=1
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(6.7) Lemma. If (a, b) is an open subinterval of (0, n) and if
linear on an interval containing the image of (a, b) under g with

is a function

*[3R<«.»>*]
= 0[SB(..i)j],
then we have

f

4>:g= *[2R(..«g](6 - a).

Proof. Let J be an interval which contains
on which 0 is linear. We have

the image of (a, b) under g and

Hy) = wy - tJ7 + <j>{y)
where w is a suitable
/>

b
a

number

for y £ I,

and y = 9R(a»gi whence

/» 6

/» 6

f'-i = I («ftö - «7 + <l>(y))ds
= a; I g - (07(0- a) + <j>(y)(b
- a)
J a

"a

= 0(7)(8 - a).
(6.8) Definition.

.4 family K is irreducible if and only if
<r(K -

{C}) ^ o-(JC)

(6.9) Definition.
A finite irreducible family
chain if and only if a(K) is an open interval.

/or C££

of open intervals is called a

Concerning chains the following remarks may be in order. No interval in
a chain is the vacuous set, but the vacuous set itself constitutes
a chain.
The intervals in a chain may be ordered according to non-decreasing
left-hand
[right-hand]
endpoints;
these two orders are the same. Taking alternate
intervals in this ordering one readily sees that a chain is expressible as the
sum of two disjoint families each of which is itself disjointed. If if is a chain,
K\CK, and cr(üTi) is an interval, then K~i is a chain. If the interval farthest
to the left [right] in a chain is deleted, the remaining family is a chain. If K
is a chain and C is an open interval which overlaps <r{K) but contains no ele-

ment of K, K+ [C] is a chain.
(6.10) Abbreviations.
Let n be a positive
rest of this section. We set

number

fixed throughout

the

W(D) = (v/2ß)\D\+t[WDg]\D\,

9J* = {S«(o.„)g}+ the interior of 91(g).
For n a positive integer we employ (n) as an abbreviation
statement:
If H is a set with n elements and if

a»(o.».)g
G H C "St*,

for the following
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then there exists a non-negative
convex function ^ on — oo <y< co which
dominates <f>on H, a chain K with <r{K) = (0, n), and for each DEK a nonnegative function Fj> on (0, n), all of which are so related that we have

FD < W{D)

for D E K,

J 0

and 0<s<p

implies the existence

of a DEK

for which these conditions

are

satisfied:
s ED,

i[g(s)}

= FD(s).

(6.11) Lemma. (1) is valid.
Proof. Let C= (0, ju), H=
tion on (— oo, oo) defined

{Wieg], and 0 be the non-negative

convex func-

by

^(y) = <t>[ffllcg]

for — oo < y < oo.

Let K = {C] and define Fc on (0, n) by
Fc(s) = 4>[mcg]

for 0

We then have

f "fc = M0[ü«cd= 4>[mcg]
\c\<

J 0

and 0<s<fi

w(c),

implies

Fc(s) = <t>[mcg]= *k(s)].
(6.12) Lemma. If <j>is continuous on 9f (/) and n is a positive integer, the valid-

ity of («} implies that of (ra+1).
Proof. Let H be a set with «+l

elements

and assume

W(0*,gE H C 9?*.
Either there is a number in 27 which is >W(o.^g or there is a number in 27
which is <SDfc(o,n)g-For definiteness we assume henceforth that the former is
the case and we designate by v the largest such number. It should be clear
from the nature of the ensuing argument that analogous reasoning can be
brought to bear on the alternative case.

Let
27 = 27 — [v],
so that 27 is a set of n elements

and

SRccosG HEdt*.
In view of the validity of (n), let 0 be a non-negative
convex function on
(-co,
co) which dominates
<f>on 27; let K be a chain with <r(2f) = (0, ju);
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and for each DQK let FD be a non-negative
are so related that we have

(a)

function

391

on (0, ju), all of which

[*FD<W(D)

for £>£/?,

and
(b)

0 < s < ß implies the existence

sED,

j[g(s)]

In the case <j>(v)S0(i>) it is apparent
assume

(c)
Recalling

of a D £ K with

=FD(s).

that

(«+l)

holds. From now on we

0(f) < *(").
that ÜDc^o.fog
is <v we let £ satisfy

(d)

0 < £ < Ml

2tt(£,M)g = v.

Let Ci be the interval farthest to the right
endpoint of & a suitably small amount to
which not only enjoys the property that its
interval
(£,M) but also, in view of the continuity

the conditions

in K. By moving only the right
the left we obtain an interval &
right endpoint is interior to the

{Cr})

of <f>,the property

Tc, < TF(0.
V 0

Recalling (a) and defining
(e)

Fc2 = FCl,

Ei-X-

{Ci} +{<:,},

we see at once

(f)

I Fa < W{D)

Our determination
of C2 insures that
farthest to the right is Ci, whence

(g)
Making

(h)

s £ a(Ki)Ci
use of (b), the first relation

i?i is a chain

implies

for Ö £ 7?i.
in which

s £ C2.

in (e), and (g) we infer

j £ <t(Ki) implies the existence of a D £ jKTiwith
sGD,

t[g(s)]=FD(s).

the interval
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Setting

K%= Kx - Ki E [D C ({, ?)],

k = t?2+ {a,
we note that K2 and K are chains and <r(ÜT)= (0, p). Since p is interior to
we obtain from (d) the inequality f ({)<)>. Clearly there exists a function

0

on (— oo , oo) with

„j

0(y) = vKy)
0 linear on £ [g(f) g y],

for y <.
0(f) = 0(0-

Let
0)

Fd=Fd

for£>e/?2;

for .D = (£, m) let Fa be defined on (0, n) by the relations

(k)

Fd(s) = t[g(s)]

for£<5<m,

£»(*) = 0

for 0 < s <. I

By aid of (c) we find
0(») < 0(k) = 0(f);
from this relation

and

(i) it follows that

0 is non-negative

and convex

on

(— oo , oo ) with

0(jO = 0(y)
Thus 0 dominates

0 not only on H, since each number

for y s p.
in H is O,

but on H

as well.
From (k), (d), (i), Lemma

(6.7), and Abbreviations

(6.10) we see that for

D —(£, m) we have

f "fd = ("f» = fM0:g = 0[^,trfO|](/i- Ö = 0[iK»«]12?|< irp).

•/ o

^ {

«'S

For Z>= (£, ju) the validity of the relation

(1)

I Fd < VP)

is thus evident; that it is valid for D(E.K2 is clear from (f) and the relation
KiC.K\. From the definition of K we then have relation (1) for DEK.

For 0 <s5=£ we have sGcfft)0(£i),

»GA
for this particular

and by (h) there exists DEKX with

0[gM] =Fi>(s);

D it is clear that we have

D<=K2CK,

g(s) <. g(Q,
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and hence, by aid of (i) and (j),
(m)

sGD,

*[g(s)] = FD(s).

The proof that 0<s<ß
implies the existence of a D^K
is now readily completed by reference to (k).
The proof of the lemma is now complete.

with property

(m)

(6.13) Lemma. If <j>is continuous on 3f(/), H is a finite subset of the interior
of dt(f), and t) is an arbitrary positive number, there exists a non-negative convex
function 0 on (— «, oo) which dominates \p on H and satisfies the condition

0:/ < r, + 2M.
Proof. Let H* = H+{Wlsf} ■From Lemmas (6.4) and (6.6) we have

SK(,.,)f- 3R*/,
hence, from the definition

9t(«) =«(/);

of 9J* in (6.10), we see that H* is a finite set with

a»(o.m)«
e h* c sr*.
Lemmas (6.11) and (6.12) insure the existence of a non-negative convex function \p which dominates 0 on H*, of a chain K with a(K) = (0, n), and for
each D(~K a non-negative
function Fd on (0, p), all so related as to have the
properties specified in (n) under (6.10):

(a)

fFd

< W(D)

J o

(b)

0 < s < ß implies the existence

sGD,
It was pointed
write

*[g(s)]

out in the remarks
K =

for D <eK,

of a D £ K with

= FD(s).

following

Definition

(6.9) that

we may

®1 + ®2,

where ®i is a disjointed family of intervals in K, ®2 is likewise, and ®i®2 is
vacuous. Thus, using (6.10) and Lemma (6.5), we have

£ W(D)= E W(D)+ E W(D)

dGk

D6®i

DG@2

= (v/2ß)£ |£>|+ (u/2M)
E Ia I + E 0[2>w]ID\

+ E 0[sdw]|£|
= (,/2m)/x + (r,/2M)M+ 3f 4- M = r, 4- 2M.
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The relation

0[g(*)]='

£Fj>(*)

for ()<*<,.

dEk

is an immediate
two inequalities

consequence of (b) and the non-negativity
now combine with (a) to yield

of Fa. These last

f Vg = Jof (\dEk52Fd)=
£ f"Fa < dEk
E W{D)
^V + 2M.
/
dEk Jo

(c)

Jo

Since g on (0, fx) is equimeasurable
with / on E and Ev[\p(y) ^a] is an interval
for — oo <a< oo, it is readily shown that 0:g on (0, ß) is equimeasurable
with 0:/on
E. Accordingly, from Lemma (6.3) and (c) we have

0;g < v + 2Jf»
Since 0 dominates

0 on i/*, it dominates

0 on i/. The proof is complete.

(6.14) Lemma. If J is an interval and for each positive integer n the function
0n is non-negative and convex on J with

limsup0„(O < oo

fort€E.J,

n—.oo

then there exists a function

(i = l,2,3,

•••)

0O non-negative and convex on J and integers iV<

with the properties

'1 <. Ni < N2 < N3 < ■■• , lim 0at.(O = 0O(O

for t £ J.

<—oo

Proof.

Let Jm= [am, bm] (m = \, 2, 3, • • • ) be a sequence

of closed inter-

vals with
00

(a)

JmCJm+i

(m = 1, 2, 3, • • • ),

£/„,

= /;

and let

c=E{0„}.
n-l

For each pair of positive integers m and n the total variation of 0n on Jm is
less than or equal to ^n{am)-\-\pn(bm), a number
which is also a bound

for 0n on /„. Thus there exists a sequence of non-negative
numbers Mm
(ra = l, 2, 3, •••)
such that for each positive integer m and each 0£C the
total variation of 0 on Jm, and the values of 0 on /m, do not exceed Mm.
From a theorem of Helly(7) we conclude that for each positive integer m the
(7) Helly, Über lineare Funktionaloperationen,

schaften in Wien vol. 121, IIa (1912) p. 283.
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conditionally compact in the topology of pointwise convergence
is, each sequence of elements of C contains a subsequence which
convergent on J„.
familiar diagonal process of selection and the properties (a) of
Jm, we see that in the topology of pointwise convergence
on J
C is also conditionally
compact. Hence there exist integers iV<

(»=1, 2, 3, • • • ) with l^Ni<N2<N3<

• ■ ■ such that

lim ^Ni(t) exists (finite)

for t £ /.

i—► 00

Defining \p0 on J as this limit, it follows at once that 0O is non-negative and
convex on
7. Concerning convex dominants for the function <j>.In this section E is
to be understood as a measurable linear set with

I E \ = n,
(7.1) Theorem.

J//£Z*(£),

0 < m=S°°.

<j>is a non-negative continuous function

on

SB(f),and
sup

£ 4>[90V]I *| = M < oo,

/Aew/Aere exw/s a non-negative convex function 0 which dominates <f>ondl(f), with

0:/S

2M.

Proof. If the interior of dt(f) is vacuous, dt(f) consists of but a single
point; in this case 0 may be taken as the non-negative
convex function
$(y) =<t>iy) for y&Rif) and the conclusion is apparent. Accordingly we assume from now on that the interior of dt(f) is not vacuous.
Let m >0 be such that the condition

I [- m, m]E \ > 0
is satisfied.

For each positive

integer

n let

En = [— mn, mn]E;

let
{fi}

be the set of all rational

+

{r2} +

numbers;

let/„

{rs} +

■• •

be the function

defined on En by

/»(/) = M

for < G £n;

let
Hn = [interior

of Wn)][{n}

and let hn be the characteristic

function

+

[r2\ + ■■■ +

of En. Finally,

let

{r„}];
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00

We see at once the relations

(b)

lim äb(0 = 1

for * £ £,

n—*oo

(c)

SR(/»)C 8(/W0< A C //„+i

(» = 1, 2, 3, • • • ).

A more careful check shows

(d)

9?co= imu),
71=1

(e)

IM

where 72 represents the closure of H.
For each positive integer n we have

sup

£ 0[3Jcß/„]
I 5 I S sup

£ *[2Wb/J
1*1 = ^.

and i?„ is a finite subset of 3J(f„); by Lemma (6.13) there exists a non-negative
convex function \f/n on ( — °°, oo) which dominates
<f>on i2"„ and satisfies the
inequality

f *.:/. = 2M + 1/n.
Let yoG9J(/). Recalling (c) and (d) we let n0 be such that y0G9f(/n) for
« = «o- Let i?0 be a subset of E„0 with <SllBjn0=ya- From the definition of/„
and the relations
£n C £n+l

(» = 1, 2, 3, • • • )

follows
yo = WIbJ = VRbJu
and, by aid of Jensen's

for n {£ «o,

inequality,

0n(jo) = 0„[a«bo/„] S mBJPn:fn <.
whence

2Jtf+l/«
■

■-

I *o I

for » =

lim sup in(y0) S 2M/ \ B0 \ < °°.
n—>oo

By Lemma (6.14) we now infer the existence of a non-negative
convex
function \p on 9{(/) and a sequence of integers N{ (i=l, 2, 3, ■ • • ) with the
properties

1 <. Ni < N2 < Ns < ■■■ , lim Info) = My)

for y G 9t(/).
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Since/(x)£9i(/)

for almost all *£E,

Um
all x££.

it may be inferred by aid of (b) that

[/*(*)] = Um**,[/"(*)] = i[f(x)]

i—* oo

for almost

397

i—l 00

Using a well known

theorem

of Fatou

we then obtain

f 0:/ = liminf f AK*)tor«L/(*)]<**
= Umraf f
«/ i?

(—»00

%J E

i—»co

«/ -Ejy^

= liminf I ht^-fai = hm I far firt
I—»oo

%/ Epfj

i—»oo %/ Ejifj

£ lim (2M + l/Ni) = 2M.
1-.00

From the second part of (c) and (a) it follows that \j/ dominates <f>on H.
From (e), the fact that the convex function \p is upper semi-continuous
on
dt(J), and the continuity of <f>,we now conclude that \p dominates <f>on di(f).
Remark. In Theorem (7.1) the hypothesis that <f>is continuous can be
dispensed with. To show this in detail appears to be a tedious process, but it
may be indicated roughly as follows. Employing properties of equimeasurable
functions as given in §6, Theorem (7.1) may be used to establish this result:
7//££*(£),
<j>is a non-negative function on 9?(/),

sup

Y, *[SKa/] I B \ = M < oo,

Fer»(E)

bEf

H is a finite subset of 9J(/), and n is an arbitrary positive number, there exists a
non-negative convex function \p on (— °°, oo) which dominates <f>on H and satis-

fies the condition

Using this fact and suitably redefining Hn, as it was introduced
in the
proof of Theorem (7.1), we may reach the desired conclusion. It is then easy
to remove from Theorem (7.3) below the hypothesis that
is continuous.

(7.2) Theorem.
$(/), and

///££*(£),

sup

continuous function

on

£ o>[a»*/3l-B| = M < oo,

FGrM(£)

there exists a non-negative

<j>is a non-negative

bEf

continuous

convex function

\J/ which dominates

cf>on

3t(f), with

f

i

Proof. By Theorem

i:f <. 2M.

(7.1) there exists a non-negative

convex function

\f/0
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which dominates 0 on 9?(f), with /e0o./ = 2M. If the interior of 9?(/) is vacuous, 0o may be taken as 0. Otherwise let 0 be the continuous function on ?H(J)
which is identical with 0o on the interior of 9?(/). Since 0 is continuous and 0o
is convex, we have

0(X>==Hy) = My)
and the conclusion

for y G 9l(/)

is immediate.

(7.3) Theorem. 7//GL*(£),
sup

0GC(9t(f)), arad

£ 0[50?B/]|51

b(Ef

there exists a non-negative

continuous

convex function

0 which dominates

101

ondMJ), with
0:/

Proof. Defining the function

< oo.

$ on 9t(/) by

^(y) = I0(y)I
we infer from Theorem

for y e «(/),

(3.12)

sup

£

*[awB/]|*|

< «>.

The conclusion then follows from Theorem (7.2).
It is almost superfluous to remark that in Theorems
(7.1)—(7.3), if the
set £ is essentially bounded, we have £*(£)=£(£)
and T„(E) can be replaced by r,(£) where 77represents the essential diameter of E.
8. Certain counterexamples.
In order that the question at issue should be
completely covered, the theorems of §7 above must be supplemented
by an
example to show that for /££*(£)
and 0GC(9{(/)) the condition that |0| be
dominated by a convex function as specified in Theorem (5.13) is not necessary for (1.9). In this section we shall give two examples and conclude with
a few supplementary
remarks.
Example
A. The following example exhibits a function /££(/)
and a
non-negative
function 0GC(9f(f))
for which relation (1.9) holds but 0 is
dominated on dt(f) by no convex function 0 with //0:/<
00.
Let 0ibe defined on ( — 00, co) thus: for — 00 <y SO, 0i(y) = 0; for w = 1 and

odd, 0i(2«)=2<2">s, 0i(2«-r-2)=2<2"+3'2; for « = 2 and even, 0i(2») =2(2n+1>i,
0i(2« + 2)=2(2n+2)2; on each closed interval [in, 2n + 2] (n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ),
0i is linear. Let 02 be defined in the same manner except for interchange of
the specifications when n is odd and when n is even..It may be verified at
once that the slope of 0t- (i=l, 2) on the interval [2n, 2n + 2] is an increasing
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function

of n; thus </>,■
is convex

c/>(3»)=min [c/>i(y), <pi(y)], so that

Let

/„

on (— oo, oo). For each ;yG( — 00, 00) let
</>is continuous

(» = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) be a sequence

|/„| = l/2<2">2+",7„C[2/3, l]for«odd,
functions

/i,/s,

and /be

399

on (— oo , oo).

of disjoint

and/„C[0,

intervals

with

1/3] for » even. Let the

defined on / by

(2« for a; G In and « odd,

("2« for x G 2n and w even,

fiO) = i

M*) = <{

(.0 otherwise,

(.0 otherwise,

/(*) =/i(«)
One verifies at once/iG2L(2"),/2G£(2),

+/»(*)
and hence/G£

iovxei.
(2).

Under the condition diam (23) < 5 ^ 1/3, which we now assume to be in
force, a set 23 which contains a point of either interval [0, 1/3], [2/3, l] contains no point of the other. From the definitions of /i and /2 it is therefore
clear that

I fx > 0 implies

•2 4R

and vice versa. Thus, for F^Fsil),

J /2 = 0

«2 4S

we have

E *[9Wi
E *[2>W]I23I = bGf
*[30Wi+ !9W>]IBI
bEf

b£f

E *[aw] 1231
+ E *[srw]1231,
as well as

f <*>:/=
f *;(/i+ /t)» «2fb *:/i+.«2b
f*:/i
»2b

v b

We may then infer from Theorem

lim sup
i-k,

for23G2?.

(5.13)

E |a»B0:/-*[a»W]||-B|

f£rä(/)

bSf

- lim sup E |3M:/i-*[9U/i] 11B\
+ lim sup
ä->o fer,(n

since 0 is dominated

E I SR**:/»- *[a»Wi] \ | 23| = 0,

bef

by the convex function <j>iwith

f *<:/<< E 2<2»>72<2'»2+»
=1

*J /

n-l

(* - 1, 2).

We shall now show that if 0 is any convex function dominating
<j>on
( — oo, oo), Jj \p;f does not exist (finite). Let n be odd and =ä 1 and consider
the interval [2n, 2« + 2]. On this closed interval <pi and <£2are linear, with
derivatives that we may designate, respectively,
by m and p2 (ßi>ßi), and
their graphs intersect at a point (a, ß), 2w<a<2«+2.
On the subintervals
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[2m, a] and [a, 2re+ 2] we have respectively
defined

[May

<t>=<piand </>=02- The function

f

thus on (— oo , oo),

/ 4>i(y) for 2n ;S y S <*,
1 linear

for — oo < y ^ a,

f(y) = <

/ 02(y) for a S y ^ 2» + 2,
\ linear

for a ^ y < oo,

is concave on (— oo, oo), with f (y) ^0(y) for — oo <y < oo. Hence there exists
a function <j>*linear on [2n, 2w + 2], with derivative
ßo and with <f>*(a)=ß,
satisfying the conditions
Mi = Mo = M2,

0*(y) ^ 0(y)

for 2n ^ y =" 2w + 2.

Now a line through the point (a, /3) with slope ß cuts the verticals
(2w, 0) and (2w + 2, 0), respectively,
in points whose ordinates are
*t(*i) = ß + p(2n - a),
From

the condition

[

0(y) ^c/>(y) =0

#:/ + f

on — oo <y<

a).

oo, we infer

= 0(2«)/2(2"'2+» + 0(2» + 2)/2<2"+2>2+"+1

=■ 0*(2«)/2(2"'2+"
-

h2(p) = ß + ß(2n + 2 -

through

+ 0*(2» + 2)/2<2"+2>2+"+l

Ä1(M„)/2(2»>2+" +

Ä2(/i0)/2(2»+2)2+«+i

= H(ßö),

where
#(m)

=

ä1(m)/2(2"'2+"

Since H is a linear function

+

of ju, at least one of the inequalities

H(ßo) = H(mi),
holds. But, since no one of the numbers
we have
S(ßO

ä2(M)/2<2"+2)2+"+1.

//(mo) ^ #(m2)
Ai(jUj) (*j i=l,

2) can be negative,

^ Ä2(jui)/2(2n+2)2+n+1 = 2<2"+3,72(2n+2)2+n+1 = 23"+4,

/J(m2) = Ai(m2)/2(2")2+n = 2(2"+1>V2(2n)2+" = 23"+\

whence

J*0:/ > 23"+1
and the fact that //0:/does

of the odd integer n.

not exist (finite)

follows from the arbitrariness
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Another question which it is natural to raise is answered by
Example
B. The following example shows that in Theorem (5.13) the
hypothesis that \<j>\be dominated by a convex function xj/cannot be weakened
to the hypothesis that |c/>| be dominated
by a strictly monotone function 0
even if one takes E =/and
insists that/be
continuous on /save at one point,
that no sampling be indulged in, and that the restriction
F(EzTi{I) be im-

posed.
Our example is one in which / is non-negative
on / and c/>itself is positive,
continuous, and strictly continuous on the interval 0 ^y < °o, with //<£:/< oo.
In order that our purposes later in §11 may also be served we construct this
example to satisfy the additional condition

lim <b(y)/y = °=.
y—* oo

To fit completely into the situation of §11 we should
which <j>is defined to (— oe , oo) by setting

extend

4>(y) = 16 + y2
for example,

so that

\imlyl^x,<f>(y)/\y\

c6 is continuous

and

the interval

for positive

on

on

oo < y < 0,

(— oo, oo) with

= oo.

Let
an = 1/222",

so that lim,,-,«,a„=0

mn = (an+1)li*

and for each n we have

4

2

an+i = an,

(n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ),

2

m„ = an+u

mn = an,

an+i

< mn < an ^

ai =

1/16.

On / let g be defined by the conditions

»(0) = 0,

g(x) = 1
-5/4

Lmn

= ll

for 1/16 < x ^ 1,

for
for

an+i < x g m„,
m,
an+i

for

mn < x S an,

""

' *'

and let

/(0) = 0,
The function

/ is then absolutely

/(*) = f g

continuous

on every

for 0 < x = 1.
interval

[e, l],

€>0,

but the relation
-5/4

= mn
—1/4

— mn
implies lim^o/M

The inequality

-5/4

[mn — an+i)

= mn

2

(»,

—1/4

(1 — mn) > (15/16)m„

= 00.

— mn)

(w = 1, 2, 3, • • • )
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f/(on - an+1) > /O0
may be shown as follows. For arbitrary
« = ö„+1,

(» = 1, 2, 3, • • • )

« let

c — mn,

b = an.

Then we have

fix) = f0>)+ f

g= f(b) + (b - x)

iorc^xSb,

M = fib) + (b-c),
whence
b

J / -V> - c)fib)+ (b- cY/2= (6- c)f{c)- ib - cY/2;
and
fix)

= fic) + j

jCf=ic-

g = fic) + c-*'*ic -

x)

for a = x = c,

a)fic) + c-^ic - aY12.

Thus we obtain

j"f=ib-

a)fic) + [c-^ic - ay -ib-

Cy}/2,

where
c-6/4(c

_

fl)2 _

(0 _

c)2

=

c-5/4(c

= c3'4(l

_

-

c2)2 _

cy -

= c3'4[(15/16)2

(j

C>

-

_

c)2

c3/4(1

C3'4(15/16)2

-

_

c)2 _

j2

C

c1'4]

> c3'4[(15/16)2 - (1/16)1'*]

From the definition

>

> 0.

of g we have
0 < gix) ^ ar6'4

for 0 < x g 1,

whence

(b)

0 ^ fix) = f g = f r5'4^ < 45C-1'4
J x

for 0 < x ^ 1.

J X

Thus we infer/£Z,(7).
Moreover, as x decreases from 1 toward 0,/is strictly
increasing as well as continuous, and / increases from 0 toward =° ; that is, to
each y, 0^y<
<», corresponds one and only one x with 0 <x ^ 1, y =fix). For
0^=y< °° we may therefore define <f>iy)by the conditions
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0(0) = 16,
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0 [/(*)] = I6x-U*

for 0 < x g 1.

Clearly, 0 is continuous
and strictly increasing on the infinite interval
0^y<
«>, with //0:/<
<». On the other hand, from (a) we have for each n

0^ J*

f/(an —a„+1)J(an - a„+1)> <f>[f(m„)](an
—a„+i)

(8.1)

—1/2

= 16w„

—1

4

(a» — an+i) = 16an (a„ — a„)

= 16(1 - an) > 16(1 - an) ^ 16(15/16) = 15,
which implies

lim sup

£ 4>\ ff/\B\

\\B\ = oo;

and from (b)
0[/(*)]

= liar1'2

= (4a;-1'4)2 > [/(s)]2

for 0 < x ^ 1,

which implies
lim 4>{y)/y = °o.
y—»oo

Finally,

we may point out that

(5.13), when diam

E<

oo and 0£C((

no real generality

is added to Theorem

— oo, oo)), by assuming

application of the dominance of 101 by 0 or of the convexity
function 0. For, if the conditions

0 GC((-

oo, oo)),
0 convex

I 0(y) I =: 000
on (— oo, oo),

only deferred

of the dominant

for 0 < M g | y\ < oo,
j 0:/

< oo

J b

are satisfied, let a = max|y|gM|0(y)|.
Then 0i(y) =0(y)+a
( — oo, oo), |0| is ^0! on (— 00, 00) and JE $i'-f=Jb^'-J+Jb

is convex on
oc< 00. Again,

if the conditions

0€C((-

00, «©)), I 0OO I g 0OO on (-

00, 00), 0 EC((-

0 convex for — 00 < y g M and for M ^ y < <x,

00, 00)),

I 0:/ < 00

J E

are fulfilled, let a = max|„|g;if |0(y)|.
Then 0i(y)=max
[0(y), a] is convex,
and |0| is 5=0i, on (— 00, 00). If f (y) =0i(y) —0(y) on (— 00, 00), it is easily

seen that ZEUC((-<*>,

«>)), whence fEL{(E)

by Theorem (5.2); thus

/b0i ''f^frt 'f—Jd:/ exists.
9. The essential nature of the hypothesis of continuity on 0. The extent
to which this hypothesis is essential to the result embodied
is rather clearly indicated by the following theorem.

in Theorem

(5.12)
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(9.1) Theorem.

[May

If qbis a function on (— », °°) and f ElBL^I)

lim (1/2»)E*

n—»

then <p{y) is continuous

y_l

L

2"

/

^ <j-l)/2n

J

=

JI

implies

0:/,

on (— » , oo).

To prove this theorem we shall show that the assumption of the hypothesis and the contrary of the conclusion leads to a contradiction.
For simplicity
we first consider the case in which cp(y) has an hypothetical
discontinuity
at

y =0, with
(a)

0(-

1) = 0(0) = 0(1) = 0,

lim sup0(y) > a > 0.
y-»0+

We make these assumptions,
and with the object of constructing
a function
fSBL^I)
which will yield a contradiction
we proceed presently to establish
a lemma. For this purpose the following notation will be convenient:

{/, n) = E [(j - l)/2" 2£ x ^ j/2»]

<>„(/)
= (1/2")£0 [2« f

(n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ; j = 1, 2, • • • , 2"),

/I

p</)~f ii/(#i >o].
We also define

certain

sequences

of functions

as follows.

For

«2:1,

0 < £ < 1, and A CI let hn, 5 be defined on I by

/

1 for Hl* - f/2» = x ^ j/2»

*»,«(*) = < -1
v

(j = 1, 2, ■• ■, 2"-i),

for 3/4 - 5/4 ^ x ^ 3/4 + £/4,

0

otherwise;

let Hn,i be defined on (— °o, 00) to be periodic of period 1/2" with

ff»,{(*/2") = *«.«(*)

for*G/;

let 5„,a be defined on / by

(0 for
(0

5n,^(x) = <:

x G {j, n\

if A [j, n) * 0

0' = L 2, • • • , 2»),

otherwise;

and let g„,i,A be defined on / by
gn.tAx)

so that

P(gn,{,^)

= Sn,A(x)Hn<i(x)

is a closed set. These

functions

for i£7,

being defined,

we assert

Lemma 1. If A is a closed subset of I and 0 < £ < 1 we have

(i)gn.l,A(x)=0forxe{j,n}ifA

[j, n] 5*0 in = 1, 2, 3, • • • ; j = 1, 2, • • • , 2");
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(ii) for integers «i, n2 with n2^n{^\,

f
(iii) (<Aehypothesis

gn1.iAx)dx = 0

{j -1, 2, .. • • ,2-»);

of Theorem 8 öeiwg assumed)

limS2n(gn,(,A)= (1 - I ,1 |)0(S)/2.
Conclusion (i) is immediate from the definition of S„,a- To prove the other
conclusions we regard A and £ as fixed, drop these letters as subscripts,
set

«.([(/ - D/2" +i/2«]/2)

= nn„-

(n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ; j = 1, 2, • • • , 2"),

and proceed as follows. From the definition

of hn we have

J hn= 0
whence, for such n andi

/|-n(x)<fx

(» = 1, 2, 3, • • • );

= l, 2, • • • , 2",

= nn.j I

Hn(x)dx = pn,j I

Hn(x)dx

= — f Hn(x/2»)dxm — f A„(*)<f*
= 0.
2" J/

2n Jj

For «2 = «i = 1 we then have
/2«2-«l

(j.n,)

«»2=

Z

I

v=(y-l)2"!-"'+l

«^(>.,n2)

?n, = 0

6' - 1, 2, • • • , 2»»),

and (ii) is proved.
As for (iii) we observe first

limSM = Hm(1/2")2> [2" f
»-»»

(b)

«-»»

4-1

L

Ä„l

*'!j.n)

/ 2n-i

2n

= lim(1/2-){ Z +

Z

J
i

r

M2"

/*

n

M

= (l/2")0(Ö2"-i+ C <p:hn= *(Ö/2,
1/2

by applying the hypothesis
of Theorem (9.1) to the function on / which is
zero for x£[0,
1/2] and equal to hn for x£[l/2,
l]. Next we note, for

p = l, 2, • • • , 2",
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£

* 22n I

j-(K-l)2n+l

L

-M».»

=

«2 {j",2n)

£

J

E

0 22»

y=(K-l)2"+l

^[22n f

y=(»-i)2"+i L

y=i L

S,(*)/J,(af)d*

L

(J,2n)

J

- Mn.vE * [~22nf

JJ

y=i L

Ja,n\

Hence for integral

[May

J

y=i L

J

J

w = 1, we have

S2»(gn)= (1/22")£ * ^
2»

f
»2™

= (1/22»)E

E

»=1 /=(i--l)2n+l

*»(*)<**]
r

/»

0 2L

~i

•'13.2")

2»

gn(x)dx\

-J

2»

= (l/22n) E Mn„2»5n(Ä„)
= JB(A»)E Mn.,/2"=
From

#»(*)<**]

J li,2n)

the fact that

I—A

is an open set, the density

I Sn(x)dx.
of the set of points

j/2" (n = 1,2,3, • • • ; j = 0, 1, • • • , 2") in I, and the definition of 5„ one may
infer lim„_M Ji8„(x)dx = 1 — | A \. Using also (b) one obtains conclusion (iii).
Returning now to the proof of Theorem (9.1), let t\ be an arbitrary number
satisfying the inequality 0 <v < 1, and for each integer » >0 let £„ be a number satisfying

the conditions

0<£n<rj/2n,

</>(£„)>«.

We are ready to begin an inductive definition of a sequence of functions/,,
(» = 1, 2, 3, • • • ). Let A0 be the vacuous set; and let 7Vi= l be so large that,
upon defining/i = gi\rI,£1,Ao,we have in accordance with Lemma 1 (iii),

5«r.(/i) 2: 0(£i)/2 - 1/2.
For the second stage of the procedure let Ai=P(fi);
and let N2>2Ni be so
large that, upon defining/2 = gtfi.it,Au we have in accordance with Lemma 1

(iii) and the hypothesis of Theorem (9.1),

W/2)

= (1 -Ui|)*(f0/2

- 1/22,

IW/i) I = 1/22.
We observe |^4i| =£1.

For the third stage, let A2 = P{Ji)+P{J2)=Al+P{J2);
so large that, upon defining/3

=

(iii) and the hypothesis of Theorem (9.1),

W/3)

and let N3>2N2 be

a2, we have in accordance

= (1 - I **\ )*(£»)/2 - 1/23,

ISm(fi + /2) I = 1/23.

with Lemma

1
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The inequality\A2

\ <£i + £2should be noted. In general,/,-(j = l. 2, • ■ ■,n —\)

having been defined, let ^„_i = ^„_2+P(/„_i);
that upon defining/»=/#„.(„.a»-v
we have

and let Nn>2Nn^

407

be so large

■W/„) £ (1 - \ 4_i i )*(£»)/2- 1/2",
i Svr.ifi +/«+•••+
A-0 i = 1/2".
We note |i4_i|
Finally we define

-

f(x) = £ /X«) for * e I,

A = £ A*

3-1

3=1

observing that P(f) =A and that Aj<ZA,+i (j = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) implies
oo

\A \ = lim

^Ifi<

3—»

»;.

3-1

For w S; 2 we may write

f=

£/.+/,+

£

»=1

/-

F-n+l

and obtain

(d)

S*r.<F) = S2„„ ( £ /») + **.(/-) •

This arises from the fact that
Lemma 1 (ii)

for each j (j = l, 2, • • • , 22Ar»)we^have

by

r (£ f) = e r /»=°-

•M/.ilVnl

\ »-n+l

/

»-n+l w l3'.2AT„)

and by Lemma 1 (i)

[/

(£/.)][f /.]-».

which together imply

0[Vf
L
J{j,ur„)

-1

=0[Vf ( £ /,) + 2»-•/(3.2JV„)
f /„]
L
"My.atfnl > »=1 /
J

=0|V»f

( £ f)~\+<t>
[V*f

fX

From (c) and (d) we have

Smn{f) = (1 - i 4-41 )*(£.)/2 - 1/2"-1

^„_i i )«/2 - l/2*~»,
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whence

lim S2Nn(F) (1 - M I )«/2 >(1 - ij)«/2.
n—»00

But from the hypothesis

of Theorem

(9.1) we obtain

lim Sn(F) = I <p:F = 0,
n—»oo

•/ j

an obvious contradiction.
This completes the proof of Theorem (9.1) in the
case characterized
by conditions
(a).
We shall now show how a proof of Theorem (9.1) in the general case can
be obtained from the particular case already considered. Let ß stand for the
class of functions / each of which is measurable
on / and assumes no more
than three values. A function 0 defined on ( - «, oo) will be said to possess

property (B) if and only if

/£/? implieslim(1/2")£0|2» f
»-»«>

The result obtained

n

L

f] - ftf>:/.

J li.n) J

above may now be formulated

»it

thus:

(i) If4> has property (B), with<j>(—\) =0(0) =0(1) =0, then lim sup„_o+0(y)
is ^0.
We assert
(ii) A necessary and sufficient condition that <p(y) be continuous for all y is
that it possess property (B).
The necessity of the condition may be inferred at once from Theorem
(5.2). To prove the sufficiency we first verify without difficulty that if 0i
and 02 have property (B), so also do 0i+02 and c0i(ay + &), where a, b, and c
are arbitrary
real numbers. Now let 0 be assumed to have property
(B) and
to be discontinuous
at an arbitrary point y\\ then 0i(y) = 0(y —yi) has property (B) and is discontinuous
at y = 0. Also, for — oo <y < oo, let

+t(y) = 0i(- l)y(l - y)/2 + 0i(O)(y + l)(y - l) + 0i(i)(-

y)(l + y)/2,

so that 02, being continuous, has property (B). The function 03 = 01+02 then
has property (B), with 03( —1) =03(O) =03(1) =0, and 03 is discontinuous at
y =0. Of the four functions ±03( + y), at least one is a function 04 possessing

property (B), with 04( —1) =04(0) =04(1) =0 and with lim sup^o-i- 04(y) >0,
in contradiction
to (i).
This completes the proof of Theorem (9.1).
Remark.
In connection with Theorem (9.1) it is worth noting that the
conditions 0£C((— °°, °°)), fEiBL^I)
imply the existence of a function 0
convex

on (— oo, oo) and depending

upon/,

and/G£^(2).
It would be of some interest
following conjectures. (1) The hypothesis

with

|0(y)|

^0(y)

on ( — oo, oo)

to prove or disprove either of the
of Theorem (9.1) implies that to

1943]
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each/G-^ci(2) corresponds a function 0 convex on (— », =o),with |0(y)| i£0(y)
on (— oo, oo) and(2)
The hypothesis
of Theorem
(9.1) implies the
existence of a function 0 convex on (— oo, oo), with 14>(y) \ ?20(y) on (— oo, oo)

and L^(I)<^L^(I)
this direction

(that is, L^,(I) = Lf(I)).

Attempts

which we have made in

have met with no success.

10. Concerning the replacement

of hypothesis

(1.6) by (2.10). In this sec-

tion we propose to determine
as definitely as possible under what circumstances the sample sets need only be of positive measure; that is, the "^-hypothesis" (1.6) can be relaxed to (2.10). A basic, though simple, result of this
kind is embodied in Theorem (5.1). In RS it has been seen that, in case E = I
and 0(y) —y for all y, the question turns entirely on whether/Gi?(-D,
the class
of functions Riemann integrable on I. Thus it is natural to restrict the considerations of this section to the case in which £ is a bounded interval, say

E = I.
We begin by establishing

(10.1) Theorem. IffGL(I),

0GC(9?(/)), 4>:f^L(I)-R(I),

and (1.6) is

replaced by (2.10),

lim

£

*[2W]|-B|

>-o üGFGr8(/)

does not exist. Thus, when <j>:f(E.L(I) —R(I),

the k-hypothesis

is indispensable

to Theorems (5.2)-(5.13).

Proof. However small 5>0 may be, let FQ.VS(I). If <f>:fis not essentially
bounded on I, there is at least one interval 23GE on which 0:/ is not essentially bounded; that is, for arbitrary
M>0 there exists a measurable set A C23

with

IAI > 0,

I<P
[f(x)] I > M

forxE.A.

The set

C = 23I [f(x) £ 91(f) for / on B]
is of measure zero. Hence
points Xi with

A(B —C) is of positive

I 0 [/(*,)] \> M,
that is, there exists a measurable

Xi G 9t(/)

I4>[WIaJ]
I > M.

is unbounded.

ess inf 0 [/(#)] = /,

ess sup0[f(x)j
iG*

exist

for / on B;

Secondly, if 0:/ is essentially bounded on I and B^F,
i£fi

and there

set A\Q.B with

1^1 >0,
Thus the sum in question

measure,

= L.

let
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The same reasoning now suffices to show that the sum in question can be
made arbitrarily close to either the essential lower or essential upper Darboux
sum for <p:f corresponding to the family of intervals F. Hence the lim{_0 of
the sum does not exist.
We next proceed in the direction of obtaining a favorable result when
f^R(I).
Without
the ^-hypothesis,
even the conditions
/GC(2~) and
0GC(9?(f))
are shown to be insufficient for the existence of fi</>:f, and hence
insufficient for (1.9), by the trivial example

/(*) = x for x E I,
The nature of Theorems

(10.2)

/ G R(I),

We assert,

*(y) = Uy

for y G (0, 1) = 91(f).

(5.8)—(5.12) suggests that we consider assuming

4>eC(9l(f)),

lim
a-o

sup

FSra(/)

£

| <t>[$flABf]
| | B | < «>.

bE.f

however,

(10.3) Theorem.

The conditions (10.2) are equivalent to the conditions

f G R(I),
Proof. It is evident

4>G BC(9t(f)).

that this pair of conditions

implies the set (10.2). On

the other hand, if <f>zB(9l(f)),let az9t(f) be an endpoint of 91(f) in every
neighborhood
of which 4> 1S unbounded;
and let F be an arbitrary
family
GT{(7) for any 5>0. Then at least one interval B€£F has the property
that the ess inf, or ess sup, of / on B is a. Since ae.9t(f), it follows at once
that as AB ranges over the subsets of B having measure >0, SD^b/assumes
all values in a unilateral neighborhood
of a. Hence </>[2)?ab/]| #1 is an unbounded function of AB, and the sum in (10.2) is unbounded
for each 5>0.
As a preliminary step in the desired direction we next establish

(10.4) Theorem. The conditions /G-R(T) and 0GC(9J(/)) are sufficient for
(1.9), even with (1.6) replaced by (2.10).
Proof. We may assume / itself to be an element of R(I), with f(x) G.9t(f)
for xG-f. 91(f) is a bounded interval, whence <j>(E.UC(9t(f))- Thus to e>0 corresponds 77= ij(e)>0 such that the conditions

yu yt G 91(f), \yi-yt\

<v

imply | <t>(yi)
- <p(yz)I < e/6;

and we then have

I 4>(yi)- *(yt)I < «/6 + «I yi - y*| /(6v)
Let g and h be functions

continuous

g(x) S f(x) ^ h(x) for xEI,

minh(x) eWT),

on / and satisfying

mmg(x)eWT),

maxh(x) GW),

for yu y2eWf)the conditions

max g(x) eWf),

f (h - g) < r,.
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Let 5i= 5i(h— g, 0i, rj) >0 correspond to n for the functions h—g and 0i(y) =y
( — <x><y < co) in accordance with Theorem (5.1); let S2= 82(h, 0, e/6) >0 correspond to e/6 for the functions h and 0 in accordance with Theorem (5.1);

and let 5 = min [Si, it]. For FQ.TS(I) we then have

E \m<p-.f-<i>[mBf]\)B\

b(Ef

= E

f |0:/-0:*|+

E |aRB0:A-0[3»Aj!Ä]||i3|

+ E U[^BA] -0[a»w]||5|.
On the right the first term is

. J 10:/ - 0:A| < €/6+ 6j\f

- h\/(6u)^ 6/6+ J (Ä- g)/(6„)

< e/6 + e/6 = e/3.
By the choice of 8 (^Sz)
term is not greater than

the second

term on the right is <e/6.

The third

E {e/6+ eI SRibÄ
- 3>W| /(o*?)
} IB |

^ e/6+ e/(6»E I I*\MAB(h
- «?)- f (*- *)+ f (*- *)}
^ e/6+ «/(6t,)E I90WA- g)- %(A - g)II BI + e/(6v)f (h - g),
which by the choice of 5 (= 5i) is less than
e/6 4- [e/(6V)]v + e/6 = e/2.
The proof is now complete.
For use in demonstrating
convenient.

the next theorem

the following

lemma

will be

(10.5) Lemma. LetfER(I),<l>eBCW(f)),supvi=x(f)\<t>(y)\ <M< 00,
a = inf f(x), ,
igi

ß = sup
sup/(a;),
f(x),
ig/

ccI 91(f)
0<77<(/3-a)/2,

ß — a > 0,
j.

[/S£9?(/)],

and

En- I [/(*)^ « + «]

k = 2S[/(*)1/3- ,]].

To e>0 corresponds t7= ??(e)>0 and 5 = 6(77)>0 such that if F(E.TS(I) and Fi
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of F in which each set B has the property

\BEV\ >0,

<e/M, whence

E I2M:/| IBI < e and XI *[9W]IIBI < *■
Proof. We haveO = | Ex[f(x) = a] | = lim^_,01 -Ei,| ; let r; satisfy the conditions

0 < r, < (,3 - a) 12,

\E„\<

e/M.

We may assume / itself to be an element of R(I). Any point i££,-£„
where Ev represents the closure of
is then a point of discontinuity
of /;
and since the discontinuities
of / are a set of measure zero, we have |jE,|

= |E,| <e/M. Let

I - E, - E Qu
i
where E»'{öi} is a countable set of disjoint
number of these intervals with the property

open intervals.

Let k be a finite

k

El Oi| > 1 - e/M.
From each end of each 0,- (» = 1, 2, • • • , k) delete a semi-open
leave an open interval 0/, in such manner that we have

interval

to

E IOl I > 1 - e/M;
and let the measure of the smallest
and F2 = F— Fi we then have

deleted

interval

k

E Ib I ^ EI o/1 > l - e/M,
SGFj

be 8 (5>0).

ForEGr5(/)

E 151<

«=1

bGfi

E ISWu«>:/|
I-5I < M«/Jf= €,

El *[2>W]1151 g Me/Jf= e.

(10.6) Theorem. Z"Aeconditions fGi?(-0 and (pGBC(dt(f)) are sufficient for
(1.9), even with (1.6) replaced by (2.10).
Proof. Let / itself be an element

of R(I).

follows from Theorem
(10.4). If a = infxei
««(/)
&*!*(/) j, and 0 <77 < (ß-a)/2,
let
/,(x)

= a + r?

[/,(x) - /8 - tj
and for other

values

of x let/,(x)

/, G £(/),

=/(x).

If 9?(/) =$(/),
/(x),

ß = supx^i

for

i££

the conclusion
f(x),

[/(x)

ß—a>0,

< a +77]

for x G £ [f(x) > ß - ,]];
One easily sees

ata») = 9?(/,)C &(/),

* G CGK(/,)).
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Let r] and 5i>0 correspond
to e/9 in accordance
with Lemma (10.5); let
S2= 52(/„ <£,e/9) >0 correspond to e/9 for the functions/,
and <j>in accordance

with Theorem (10.4); and let 5 = min \b\ 52]. For F(E.TS{I) we then have

£ I 9Wb0:/- 4>WIab/]\
I B\

bGf

^ bGf
£ I 9Wbo5:/
- 9DW:/,\\B\+ bGf
52 ISW:/, ~ *[3W»] 11B\
+ £

|*[ü/W,] -0[9WW]||5|

s6f

< £ I2)W:/|| S[ +. £ I5DW:/,
11J| + e/9
bGfi

bGfi

+ b£Efi
£ 14>[mABfv]
\\b\+ jsGfi
52 I*[aw] 11* I <«.
where Ei has the significance attached to it in Lemma (10.5).
The question of whether the ^-hypothesis can be relaxed under the con-

ditions

_

/ G L{I) - R(I),
is still open. That

it sometimes

<j>:fG £(/),
can is illustrated

/ G L(I),
That it sometimes

cannot,

<f>
G UCW(f))
by the trivial

<j>(y)= const.

for — °o < y < °o.

even if 0 is a very simple convex function

bounded, may be shown as follows. Let 0(y) = |3'| for —l^y^l;
be a non-dense

for xEI-E.

example

perfect set, with \E\ = 1/2, and let/(x)

and / is

let EQI

= 1 for x(E.E,f(x)

= —1

For each m (m = 1, 2, 3, • ■ • ) let FmGri(7) be the family of 2m

equal subintervals
of I. In each one of these intervals there exists a subset
of I—E of measure >0. In each one of at least half of these intervals there
exists a subset of E of measure >0, and hence a subset AB with \AB\ >0,
such that Wab/=JabJ—QIn any one of the remaining subintervals
the maximum absolute value of the integral mean of / on any subset is 1. Hence we

have

lim inf

£

»»-*»

bGf„

This example

4>[WABf]
I B | ^ 1/2 < 1 = (*</,:/.

being in hand,

Ji

some interest

(10.7) Theorem. The conditionsfEL(I),
(1.6) replaced by (2.10), imply

lim

may attach

0:/GE(/),

to

4>convex on 9f(/), and

sup <t>[WlABf]
I B I ^ I <!>:/< ao.

«->o F£r,(;)

Ji

Proof. We may assume <j>:fitself to be an element of R(I). Let e be an
arbitrary positive number and let g be a function continuous on / and satisfying the conditions
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j (g- 4>:f)< «/2.

In accordance with Theorem (5.1) let 8 —8(g, 4>i, e/2)>0
correspond to e/2
for the functions g and 4>\{y)=y (— 00 <y < 00). Using Jensen's inequality we

then have, for F<=TS(I),

E *[jdw]I^ I = b£f£ [sdw:/]I^ I= iGfE fed Ib I

bGf

<j

g + e/2 < j+•/+*■

In the example last cited above / is in the class L(I)—R(I)
because of
the fact that, though bounded, it has discontinuities
at a set of positive measure. This gives rise to the question: do there exist examples in which it is
impossible to relax the ^-hypothesis
when f^L{I)—R{I)
because / is unbounded, even though / is improperly
Riemann integrable on I, <j>:f(E.R(I),
and (1.9) holds with the ^-hypothesis in force? Should no such example exist,
it would probably be possible to enlarge the class of cases already determined
by Theorem (10.6) in which the ^-hypothesis can be relaxed by obtaining an
affirmative answer to some such question as the following. Do the conditions

/ G **(/),

<*>:/
G R(I),

<S>
G UCidtif))

imply that the ^-hypothesis can be relaxed?
The answer to this question, however, is negative,
the ensuing example. Let

/0

for

4>(y)= < 2" for

y = 2(2" - 1)

(n = 0, 1, 2, ■• • )

y = 2(2" - 1) - 2»-1

(» = 1, 2, 3, • • • )

* linear between consecutive

0

/(*) =

for

as one may see from

1/22 < x & 1,

2(2» - 1)

for

values of y for which <pis already defined

x = 0;

l/[4(2"+1 - l)2] < x =g l/[4(2"

- l)2]

in = 1, 2, 3, • • • )
Then we have f€E.R*(I), since it is a non-negative
function dominated
on I
by/i where fi(x) = l/x^Hor^0 <x^ l,/i(0) =0; 0:/GE(-O,
because it vanishes,

identically on I; 9?(f) =$(/) =Ey[0 ^y < <*>
]; and <j>EUC(dl(f)), for its graph
consists of the upper sides of an infinite sequence of similar triangles all with
bases on the y-axis. If now F^Ti(I)
is the family of 2" equal subintervals
of
the terms of the sum

E *[aw]| b\

bELf
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are all non-negative
and the value of the term containing
the interval
B = [0, 1/2"] can be made arbitrarily large by a suitable choice of A. Thus
the lims_o of the supFerjcr, of such sums is infinite.
In the foregoing example <j>is unbounded.
It is natural therefore to ask
if the situation is the same when <j>is bounded; in answer we have theorems

as follows.

(10.8) Theorem. The conditions f GR*(I) and <j>EBUC(dl(f)) are sufficient
for (1.9), even with (1.6) replaced by (2.10).
Proof. To e>0 corresponds

i7= ??(e)>0 such that the conditions

yi, y%G 9J(/), | y%— y»\ <v

imply | Hyi) -

\ < «/i6,

whence

I 4>(yi)- *(y0 | < «/16 +«|>i - y*I /(16t?)

for ylt y2 G $(/)•

Let M satisfy the condition |0(y)| <M< <* for yG^Cf).
Let D(ZI be the set of points defined by the condition x£.D if and only if
ess lim supi'_i|/(x')|
I—D be constituted

= 00■Clearly D is closed, with \D\ =0. Let the open set
of the disjoint open intervals O,- (*=•=!, 2, 3, • • • ),

and let m be such that Zi™i| 0,| > 1 —e/(8M).

From each end of 0<

2, 3, • • • , m) delete an open interval of length e/(16Mm) and designate the remaining closed interval by Fi, so that 2lT-i \ Fi\ >1— e/(4Jlf). On
each interval Fi the function/is
essentially bounded. Let Fn be the truncated
function / specified in the definition of the condition fdzR*(I) as given in §2,
N being chosen to satisfy the conditions

J|

/ —Jn I < y,

i

ess sup | f(x) \ < N < <x> (i = 1, 2, • • • , m).

Finally, let 5i = 5i(/, <j>,e/8) >0 correspond

to «/8 for the functions/^

and</>

in accordance with Theorem (10.6); let S2= e/(16Mm); and let 5 = min [5i, 52].
For convenience
let Fi represent
the closed interval obtained
from
(i = l, 2, • • • , m) by deleting from each end of Fi a semi-open interval

length e/{\6Mm), so that we have

Fi\>i-3e/(8M)

and | I-YXiFi

Fi
of

\

= 1 ~Zr.il Fi I <3e/(8M). For F£.rs(I) let Ft represent the subfamily of F
defined by the condition BG-Fi if and only if B^T-iFl 7*0;and let F^F-Fl
For FGTs(I)

we than have

Z |aRB*:/-*i90W]||B|

bGf

^ I I$:f- 4>:fa\+ S I mB<i>:fN
- ^[MabJn]\\b\
+ Z

bEf

I <t>WABfN]
~ </>[$RlB/]
\\b\.
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On the right the first term is less than

«/16 + e j

\f - fs\ /(16t,) < e/16 + e/\6 = e/8.

By our choice of 5 (=S5i) the second
term may be written

term on the right

is <e/8.

The third

{ £ + £ } I*[2)W*]-*[a>w]\\b\.
Since 5 is ^ 52, each set BE.Fi

contains

only points

of El,/7,-;

whence, by

choice of N and Jn,

£ I <p[wiABfN]
- *[SW] 11-BI= o.
As for the remaining

£

sum, from the relation

I 0[3)Wiv] - 0[^b/]

bGf2

which completes

\\*\*

22bGf2B(ZI—

£^.1^,'

we infer

2M3e/(8M) = 3€/4,

the proof.

(10.9) Theorem. The conditions f GR*{I) and (ßGBC(9l{f)) are sufficient
for (1.9), even with (1.6) replaced by (2.10).
Proof. Let if satisfy the condition |0(y)| <M < <*>
for yE9?(/); and let<jj<
(i = l, 2, 3, • • • ) be a normal approximating
sequence for
on 9?(/), as defined in (5.5). Let sets 0„ Fit and T7/ be defined as in the proof of Theorem
(10.8). Let the positive integer N satisfy the conditions

2M I ENI < e/8 where EN = E [\ f(x) \ > N],
ess sup If(x) I < N
Let

5i=5i(/,

<tjjv, «/8)>0

correspond

to

e/8

(i = 1, 2, • • • , w).
for

the

functions

/

and

<t>NGBUC(dl(f)) in accordance with Theorem (10.8); let 52= e/(16ikfw); and
let 5 = min [$i, 52]. For FG.TS(I) and Fu F2 defined as in the proof of Theorem
(10.8) we then have

£

^[mABf]\\B\

g f I£
JI

B&f

+ £

b(Ef

\mB<l>N:f-<t>N[mBf]\\b\

I <t>N[mABf]
- <pWabj] \\b\

< e/8 + e/8 + \ £ + £ } I <M3W] - <t>[mABf]
\\b\.
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By the choice of N, each term in ^agy,

vanishes

and the sum £bgf2
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is not

greater than 2M3e/(8M) =3e/4.
11. Generalizations of boundedness,
absolute

continuity

continuity, bounded variation, and
The principal object of this section is to

of a function.

sketch in a background
behind certain well known properties of the Lp (p^l)
classes of functions, which will throw these properties into rather clear relief.
For our present purposes E will be taken as the unit interval I, fas a function
whose domain includes I, and 0 as a non-negative function whose domain
includes the set of numbers

(11.1)

[f(b) - f(a)]/(b - a),

where 0 ^ a < b ^ 1.

The results to be obtained will lose only a little of their significance if $ is
regarded as a fixed function whose domain includes the interval (— oo, <»),
while the function / is left free to vary; and this case is probably the one of
greatest interest.

(11.2) Definition.

The function f shall be said to be <f>-boundedon I if

and only if there exists a number M with

<t>--—

\(b — a) & M < «s

L b —a

for 0 = a < b ^ 1.

J

(11.3) Definition.
For aG.1 the function f shall be said to be <f>-continuous
at a if and only if the condition

(a)

hm q> -

j6J,!h«

L

x —a

J

Ix — a \ = 0

is satisfied; / shall be said to be ^-continuous on I if and only if f is (^-continuous
at each
uniformly <j>-continuous on I if and only if condition (a) holds
uniformly with respect to a for a£.I.

(11.4) Definition.

The <p-total variation of f on I is

Ti (/) = hm sup l_, <t>\-\{Xj—
*-o

j_i

L

X,- — Xj-i

J

Xf-i) ^ <»,

where

0 =**(»< »i <.•'•<

»n T- h

^ = max (x,- — x,-i).

If and only if Tf(f) is < <x>,
f shall be said to be of <f>-bounded
variation on I.
(11.5) Definition.
The function f shall be said to be <f>-absolutely continuous
on I if and only if to each e>0 corresponds a 8 = S(e)>0 such that, [a,-, b,]
(aj<b,;j=\,
2, • • • , N) being any finite set of closed subintervals of I disjoint
except perhaps for common endpoints, the inequality j.Abi—ai)
< 5 implies
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0 —:(*/ - aj) < «•
L bj — a,- J

i

Several consequences of these definitions are plain. (I) The defining properties here employed reduce to those of ordinary boundedness,
continuity,
and so on when 0(y) = |y| for — oo <y < a>. (II) If / is 0-absolutely
continuous on I, it is uniformly 0-continuous
on I and of 0-bounded variation on I.
(Ill) If 0 is bounded on the set of numbers (11.1),/is 0-absolutely continuous
on /; in particular this hypothesis will be satisfied if / satisfies a Lipschitz
condition (of order 1) on I with Lipschitz modulus M and 0 is bounded on

the closed interval [ —M, M],
The observation
that 0 continuous on ( — oo, oo) and f continuous and
4>-continuous on I do not imply f uniformly <j>-continuous on I or f qb-bounded
on I is justified by the following example. LetO</<
oo andg(x) =/xforxGE
Let [an, bn] (an<bn; n = l, 2, 3, • • • ) be an infinite
subintervals
of I with the properties h = l,

lim bn = 0;

bn+i < 0»,

+ U

sequence

ntn+1

of disjoint

closed

(n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ),

B—»00

where
mn = [lbn -

(-

lan)]/(bn

—O

= l(bn + a„)/{b„ — an).

Let
f(x) -

r

0

for

x = 0,

<

lbn

for

X = bn,

v —lan

for

x n an,

(n = 1, 2, 3, ■ • • ),

and on each closed interval [a„, b„], [bn+i, an] (w = l, 2, 3, • • • ) let/be
linear.
Let 0£C((—
°o, oo)) be arbitrary save for the satisfaction
of the conditions
<p(mn) = l/(bn — an)

(n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ).

Then / is easily seen to be continuous and ^-continuous
on I but not uniformly 0-continuous
on I. If pn (» = 1, 2, 3, ■ • • ) is any infinite sequence of
numbers with
mn < pn < m*+i

it is clear that

that/

<j>can be so defined

(« = 1, 2, 3, • • • ),

on the points

pn (with lim,,-,«, <j>(pn)= oo)

will not be 0-bounded on I.

In the subsequent
discussion we shall have occasion at times to subject 0 to one or more of the following conditions: continuity
(usually on
— oo <y<

(11.6)

oo), convexity

(usually

on — oo <y<

oo),

lim inf 0(y)/| y \ > 0,
ll/1-.oO
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(11.7)

lim <t>(y)/\y \ = <*>,

the last two being suggested, respectively, by the particular cases 0(y) = \ y \,
0(y) = \y \p (P>1) on — oo <y< oo.
The function 0(y) = |y|p (p>l)
is convex and satisfies (11.7). For this
function 0 it is well known(8) that 0-bounded variation of / implies 0-absoIute
continuity of /, so that the two conditions are equivalent;
also that a necessary and sufficient condition for/to
be the indefinite integral of a function g
with gE.L$ = Lp is that/be0-absolutely
continuous. It seems to us of some interest to determine
(1) whether these properties
are enjoyed by a more
general class of functions L$, and (2) whether convexity of 0 or the satisfaction of (11.7) by 0 is the more important
contributing
factor in bringing
about these properties.
One may easily prove
(11.8) Lemma. The condition (11.6) is equivalent to the condition that there
exist positive numbers a, b with a-\-b<f>(y) ^ \ y\ for — <*><y< °o.
Using this lemma one obtains

at once

(11.9) Theorem.
If <f>satisfies (11.6) and f is <j>-bounded [or <j>-continuous,
or of <f>-bounded variation, or qb-absolutely continuous] on I, f is bounded [or
continuous, or of bounded variation, or absolutely continuous, respectively] on I.
More generally, in fact, if 4n, 02 are such that there exist positive numbers
a, b with a+b<t>i(y) St02(y) for — oo <y< oo, 0i-boundedness
or 0i-continuity
or and so on of / on / implies the corresponding
02-property of / on I.

(11.10) Theorem. 7/0 satisfies (11.7) and f is of ob-bounded variation on I,
f is absolutely continuous on I.

Proof. Let Tf(f)=B; let Sx>0 be such that
Is <t>7=1

let M=M(e)>0

i_

(% — xi-v < 2£
Xj

X j—i

be such that 3B/M<e;

for S < Si;

J

and let Q = Q(M)>0 be such that

4>(y)/\y\>M

for |y| 1 Q.

Then we have

MQ + 0(y) > Jf I y I
If the norm 5 of the intervals

for — oo < y < co,

[a,-, b,] is < b\, we have

(8) See, for example, Titchmarsh, The theory of functions, Oxford, 1932, pp. 384-386.
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j

L

bj—a,j

[May

J

> X [M1/(*,)- /(ay)I - JfÖ(6y
- a,)]
y
= Z Ifib,)~ fab I - MQ£ (6y- ay);
y
y
and if £,-(*,—ßy) is <B/(MQ),

we obtain

# Z I/(*i) - faj) \<2B + MQB/(MQ)= 3B,
y
and

Z I/(4y)- /(ay)I < 35/Jf <
y
Remark.
If <f>is convex on (— =o, oo) and satisfies (11.7), and/ is absolutely continuous and ^-continuous
on I, it does not follow that /is uniformly
0-continuous
or of 0-bounded variation on I. This is shown by the example
<f>(y) =3>> on (— 00 , 00 ),

/1/2"

for

x = 1/2",

( 0

for

x = 1/2" + 1/22",

for

x = 0, 1;

/(*)=<

0
/linear

on each closed interval

(» = 3, 4, 5, • • • );

between consecutive

points for

J which / is already defined.
(11.11) Theorem.
If <j>is continuous on the closure of the set of numbers
(11.1) andf exists (finite) almost everywhere in I, we have fi<f>'f'^Tf(f)^
».
Proof. Let Sn (n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) represent

a sequence

of points of subdivi-

sion of 7,
S„:

0 = xn,0 < xn,i < ■ ■ ■ < xn,Nn =

1,

with
lim 8n = 0,

B—♦» y=i

S„ =

L

#n,y

max

(x„j — x„,y_i),

Xnfy_l

For each w let
stand for the polygonal
pn(x) =f(x) for jcE5„, so that we have

function

T?(f)= lim f <j>:pn.

inscribed

in / with

1943]
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Since/' exists almost everywhere, pn' tends to/' almost everywhere(9)
in I.
The function 0 being continuous and non-negative
on the closure of the set of
numbers (11.1), a well known theorem of Fatou yields
<
f </>:/'^ lim f <t>:pn

J i

oo,

n->» J i

the desired conclusion.
Remark. The hypothesis of continuity on 0 cannot be deleted from this
theorem. For the example 0 non-measurable
on I,f{x) =x2/2 for x£I, shows
that fi<f>:f may not then exist. And the example 0(;y) = l for — oo <y^0,
0(y)=O for 0<y<
oo, / a non-decreasing
singular function constant on no

subinterval of I, yields Ji 0:/' = 1 >0 = Tf(f).
(11.12) Theorem.
condition

S*(J',

Iff

is absolutely continuous

0, I) < oo implies

on I and 0€:C(9i(/')),

that f is <j>-absolutely continuous

the

on I and

Jj 0:/' = Tf(f)<oo.
Proof. The hypotheses

imply the existence

0 < 5 ^ 1,

sup

of S satisfying

the conditions

Z 0[2)W'] I B\ < oo.

For bj—aj<d (j = l, 2, 3, • • • ) we have

o z »pxr~](iy
^

sup
F£r,(fl)

~=

2 *[/*,/,/(*' ~ aj)](^~ay)

Z 0[a»B/']|5|,
B£f

i

where

Ä = Z [fly-hi
i

By Theorem

(4.4), this sup tends to zero with | H\ ; hence the first conclusion

follows. The hypotheses also imply, by Theorem (5.11),

f 0:/'= JimZ

f ' j7(*/-

= lim Is 0-\(xj«—oj_i L x,- — x,-i
From Theorem

(5.13) we obtain

(*i- **-0
J

*#-i) = 7j(/)

< oo.

the

Corollary.
If f is absolutely continuous on I and <f>GC(dl(f')) is dominated by a convex function 0 with ft 0:/'<
00, the same conclusions may be
drawn.
(9) See, for example, Titchmarsh, loc. cit. pp. 385-386.
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Another

immediate

consequence

of Theorem

[May

(5.11) is

(11.13) Theorem.
Under the hypotheses of Theorem (11.12) or its Corollary,
if k is 5:1 and the intervals [a,-, b,] satisfy the conditions
ah bj £ [xj-i, Xj],

0 < Xj — x3_i ^ kibj — a,)

(j = 1, 2, • • • , N),

we have

(11.14)

TV(/) = lim 2^ 0 —:*-<o i-i

The next theorem

L

bj — a,

is an application

J

of Theorem

(xj - Xj-i).
(10.9).

(11.15) Theorem.
If f is absolutely continuous on I with /'£7?*(J),
0E23C(9l(/')),
and the intervals [a,-, bj] satisfy the conditions

as, bs G [x,-i, Xj], 0 < bj — a/

(j = 1, 2, ■■■ , N),

we have (11.14).
The next three theorems

are immediate

consequences

of Theorems

(11.9),

(11.10), and (11.11).
(11.16) Theorem.
If <f>is continuous on (— «>, oo) and satisfies (11.6),
a sufficient condition for f EL^I)
is that f be of <f>-boundedvariation on I.
Proof. By Theorem (11.9), / is of bounded variation on I and /' consequently exists (finite) almost everywhere in /; since/is
of 0-bounded varia-

tion, Theorem (11.11) yields // <j>:f^ Tf(f) < ».
Similarly we obtain
(11.17) Theorem.
If <j>is continuous
sufficient condition for

(11.18)

f'eL,(I),

f{x) =/(0)+

is that f be <f>-absolutely continuous

on (— =o, °°) and satisfies (11.6), a

fXf'(t)dt for xEI,

J o

on I.

(11.19) Theorem.
If <j>is continuous on (— oo, oo) and satisfies (11.7),
a sufficient condition for (11.18) is that f be of <f>-boundedvariation on I.

Proof. By Theorem

(11.10),/is

absolutely

continuous

on 7; and from The-

orem (11.11) we have Ji<j>:f^Tf(f) < °o.
That no one of the sufficient conditions given in Theorems (11.16),(11.17),
and (11.19) is necessary is shown by Example B of §8. For, let the function
called / in that example be designated now by/' and let/be
defined on I by

f{x) = f f(t)dt

for xEI.
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Defining <f>(y)= 16+y2 for — °o <y<0, we obtain a non-negative <f>which is
continuous everywhere and satisfies (11.7). And although/is
absolutely continuous on /, with f'GL^il),
it is not of 0-bounded variation on I in virtue

of inequality (8.1).
The
hibiting
and an
"infinite

following example achieves the same result in a different way, exa non-negative <f>which is continuous everywhere and satisfies (11.7),
/ which is absolutely continuous on I, with /'££,>(/),
but has an
^-discontinuity"
at a: = 0.

Let g(x)=x*13 for *£/,

so that g'EL2(I).

for x£ [a, b] be linear with h(a) =g(a),

Let 0 = a<£^l;

and let h(x)

h(b) = g(b). Simple computations

then

yield
rb r ,

(MM) -

T

W3

1

LI+ gS + w- + N< (8/3)(/ji/3_

°,") * 2(J"'-

at/3) = 2 J* [g/]i.

In view of the fact that g is concave on I with g' increasing continuously and
monotonically
toward °° as x decreases from 1 toward 0, there exists a sequence of numbers a» (»=*1, 2, 3, • • •) decreasing monotonically
toward 0
and satisfying the following conditions:
fli = 1,

„ „

0 < a2 < ai,

,

gOi) - g(a2)

g(aO

öl — 02

fll

h =-<-=

(11'21)

r
gK)
w„_i < /„ =-<-=

0 < a„+i < a„,

»i = 1,

^ ~ g(an+i)
(
<\

uy
g(an)

mn

(« = 2, 3, 4, • • • ).
Each of the sequences {/„}, {mn\ then increases monotonically
toward °o
with n and between each pair of consecutive numbers from either sequence
occurs one and only one number from the other sequence. Hence there exists
a sequence of closed intervals
{/„} with the following property:
for each
n, In has mn as its midpoint and /„ contains neither
set 21n~\In contains no point of the sequence
{in}-

Let/be
interval

/„ nor ln+i- That

is, the

defined on / as follows: /(0) =0; for each n, f(x) is linear on the
[an+i, a„] with/(a„+i)

= g(a»+i), f(an) =g(an).

From

inequality

(11.20)

we infer f'EL2(I).
Since /is monotone and continuous on I, and on each interval [«, l] (0<e<l)
it is polygonal and so absolutely continuous, it is absolutely continuous on I.

ForynotinEr-i-fn.let<A(y)=y2;fory
in each closed half (that

= wn(« = l,2,3,

• • •), let<ri(y)-y*\

is, left and right half) of each interval

/„, let <f>be
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linear.

Then

<j>is continuous

for — oo <y<

[May

oo and satisfies

(11.7).

We also

have, by aid of (11.20),

0:/' = Z
/

=Z

n-l^On+i

t/']2 < 2 Z

B-l«'<ln+i

U']2= 2 I U']2= 8/3.

n=l

a„+i

On the other hand if x tends to 0 over the sequence
ti

\ i

2/3 /

/(o„)/o„

0

= an ja„

-

L

o„ — 0

From the Corollary

(11.22) Theorem.
continuous

1 /

— I/o»

on dt(f'),

J

1/3

{an}, we have
\

4

1 / 4/3

</>(w„) = wn = I/o«

(ff» — 0) = <j>(mn)an = l/a„

to Theorem

Iff

it

- w„,

•* 7

(5.13) we obtain

is absolutely continuous

,

—» ».

at once

on I and 4> is convex and

we have Ji <f>\f = Tf(f) S= oo.

Using Theorem (11.12), we obtain the
Corollary.
Iff is absolutely continuous on I, <j>is convex and continuous
on 9?(/'), and f is of qb-bounded variation on I, then f is ^-absolutely continuous

on I.
Theorem (11.22) implies that if / is absolutely
convex and continuous on 9i(/')> we have

(11.23)

Tt(f) = lim t\.m(J)

continuous

^ oo

on I and <f>is

(0 < e < 1).

«-»0

That the assumption
of convexity on </>is essential for (11.23) may be seen
from the following example, which exhibits an/which
is absolutely continuous on / and a <j>which is continuous everywhere and satisfies (11.7), but/has
a "finite ^-discontinuity"
at x = 0, with lim supz_o 4>[(f(x) ~/(0))/*J*
= 1! and
for each positive e < 1
/is

0-absoIutely

continuous

rt.nCO < 4-2^,
Let g(x) =x1'2 for xEI,
for i£

T*{f)- rto,„(/) = °°.

so that g'£L3n(I).

[a, b] be linear with h(a)=g{a),

on [e, l],

Let 0 ^a <b = 1; and let h(x)

h(b) =g(b). Simple computations

vide the inequality

r
.6

(11.24)

Jl/4_|_al/4
U'

3/2 m (&l/2

_
+

= 21/2 j*

01'2)1'2

k']3/2-

fll/4)

< 2(JU4

_

fll/4)

pro-
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As in the example last described, g is concave on I with g' increasing continuously and monotonically
toward « as x decreases from 1 toward 0, and there
exists a sequence of numbers
{an\ satisfying
conditions
(11.21). This time
let /„ (n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) be a sequence of closed intervals with the following
property:
for each n, I„ has /„ as its midpoint and /„ contains neither w„_i
nor mn.

Let/be
continuous

defined on I as in the preceding example, so that
there. From (11.24) it is clear that /'GZ3/2(/).

it is absolutely
For y not in

£"_!/„, let0(y)=y2;fory=/„
(w = l, 2, 3, • • • ), let <j>{y)=y"2; in each closed
half (that is, left and right half) of each interval 7„, let <f>be linear. Thus </>
is continuous
for — =o <y < qo and satisfies (11.7).
On the interval
[e, l], / satisfies a Lipschitz

condition;

let M=M(e)

satisfy the inequality

I f(xi) —f(x2) I i= M I Xi — x2 I

for xu x2 £ [e, l].

On the interval
[0, M), 4> is bounded; hence <f>is dominated
on the interval
(-co,
co) by a convex function \p, with /e0:/'<
00. From the corollary to
Theorem (11.12) we therefore infer the 0-absolute continuity
of / on [e, l]
and, in view of (11.24) also, the relation

TIM = J *:/' = f [f'Y12
< jf [/'?/2< 2lHf k']m= 4-2i'2.
For 0 < x = 1 we also have f(x)/x

5:1 and

*>[f(x)/x)x Si [f(x)/xYx ^ [g{x)/xYx = 1,
whence
lim sup </>[/(x)/x] x ^ 1;
a:->0

and if x tends to 0 over the sequence
f(an)/an

= g(an)/an

= a„/2/a»

=

{a„}, we have
1/a/2

<t>[f(an)/an]an

4>(mn) = mn = l/an,

= mn,

(» = 1, 2, 3, • • ).

= 1

which implies

lim sup<t>[f(x)/x]x = 1.
x-,0

To show the property
J"[o,(]= 00 (0<e<l),
we choose a particular
sequence {a„}; namely a„ = l/22(n_1) (« = 1, 2, 3, • • • )• This clearly satisfies

the principal inequality
g(a„_i)/a„-i

which reduces to

of (11.21),
<

[g(a„)

-

g(ff„+i)]/(a„

-

an+1) < g(an)/an,
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1 /

1/2

l/a„_i

^

1 //

< l/(a„

1/2 _L

1/2 \ ^

1 /

+ a„+1) < l/an

1/2

,

since we now have

aT + aZ = 1/2-1 + 1/2" = (l/2^2)(l/2 + 1/4) < 1/2""2= aJX
From the obvious inequality
[g(fln) — g{an+i)]/{an

— a„+2) < g(a„)/a„

= tn„,

we infer that a line drawn from the midpoint P„+i of the segment of/standing
over the interval
[a„+2, ßn+a], with slope mn, meets the segment of / over
[a«+i, a„] at a point Qn to the left of the midpoint P„ of that segment. Thus if
cn, dn are the abscissae of P„+i, Qn, respectively,
it is clear that the intervals

[c„, dn] (« = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) are disjoint, with
(o„ — an+2)/2

> dn — cn > an+i — c„ = (a„+1 — a^.2)/2.

But for each n we have
[f(dn)

— f(Cn)]/{dn

— Cn) = W„ = g(ün) / On = l/ö«'2
/

\

2

„2<n-»

0(w„) = w„ = 2

= 2* \

,

- ^) > <j>(mn)(an+1- an+2)/2 = 22<»-«(l/22n

-

l/22<»+»)/2

= 3/32.

Since dn —cn is <(a„— an+2)/2, which tends to 0 with 1/n, and the intervals
[cn, dn] (« = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) are disjoint, it follows that in any interval [0, e],
and for an arbitrary
norm 5>0, the sum whose lim sup is P[o,«](/) can be

made arbitrarily large by a suitable choice of points of subdivision of [0, e].
We conclude with two more theorems which show that well known properties of the Lp (/>2rl) classes of functions hold for certain more general L$
classes.
(11.25) Theorem.
If <j>is convex on (— °o, <x>)and satisfies (11.6), a necessary and sufficient condition for (11.18) is thatf be qb-absolutely continuous on I.
The sufficiency

of the condition

follows from Theorem

(11.17), the neces-

sity from the Corollary to Theorem (11.12).
(11.26) Theorem.
If <j>is convex on (— <*>,°o) and satisfies (11.7), a necessary and sufficient condition for (11.18) is that f be of ^-bounded variation on I.
The sufficiency is a consequence

from Theorem (11.22).
Brown University,
Providence, R. I.
The University of California,
Berkeley.
Calif.

of Theorem

(11.19); the necessity

follows

